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Terms, abbreviations, letter symbols, and definitions
backward diode: A semiconductor diode in which quantum-mechanical tunneling leads to
a current-voltage characteristic with a reverse current greater than the forward current, for
equal and opposite applied voltages, in some voltage range centered about the origin.

References
JESD77C, 10/09

Graphic symbol (ref. IEEE Std 315):

anode

cathode
envelope optional

balanced amplifier: An amplifier in which the quiescent dc output voltage (or, if the output
is a differential output, the difference between the two quiescent dc output voltages) has
been reduced to zero or other specified level.

JESD99B, 5/07

ball bond: See “bond, ball”.
ball grid array (BGA): A package in which the external connections to the package are
made via a rectangular array of ball-type connections, all on a common plane.
NOTE

JESD21-C, 1/97
JESD22-B112, 5/05

See also “grid array package”.

bandwidth (B or BW): The range of frequencies within which the gain of the amplifier is
not more than 3 dB below the value of the midband gain.

JESD99B, 5/07

NOTE Midband gain is the gain at a specified frequency or the average gain over a
specified frequency range.
bandwidth, maximum output swing (BOM): The range of frequencies within which the
maximum output voltage swing is above the specified value at a specified load impedance.

JESD99B, 5/07

bandwidth, unity gain: The range of frequencies within which the open-loop amplification
is greater than unity.

JESD99B, 5/07

bank address (BA): In a RAM that has multiple banks in its architecture, the address used
to select any one of the available banks.

JESD21-C, 1/97

bar code label: A label that includes information in a code consisting of parallel bars and
spaces or a 2-D matrix format.
NOTE 1

J-STD-033B.1, 1/07

See also “linear bar code label”.

NOTE 2 For the purpose of J-STD-033, the bar code label is on the lowest level shipping container
and includes information that describes the product, e.g., part number, quantity, lot information,
supplier identification, and moisture-sensitivity level.

bar code symbol: A symbol that gives information in a code consisting of parallel bars and
spaces of various specific widths.

JESD22-B114, 3/08

# The definition in this referenced publication has been reworded in this dictionary for clarity or consistency.
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WILLIAM HOFFMAN

24-bit command field?

2

A.

I believe so.

3

Q.

The yellow portions in the table

4

identify row-column address bits, right?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

We say row-column because address

7

signals for D-RAMs are multiplexed, correct?

8

A.

That's correct.

9

Q.

And the green boxes in Table 4-40

10

describe bank addresses, right?

11

A.

That's correct.

12

Q.

Those refer to internal sub-arrays

13

within a DRAM chip, right?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

So, for example, in Table 4-40 we

16

see a one-gigabit row, correct?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

And that has three bank address

19

signals identified, or three bank address

20

bits identified, right?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And those are identified as B-0,

23
24

5/18/2010

B-1, B-2?
A.

Yes.

25
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1
2

Q.

WILLIAM HOFFMAN

And a one-gigabit DRAM has eight

banks in it, right?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

So, those three bank address bits

5

allow you to uniquely identify one of eight

6

banks?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Because each bank address bit has

9

two logical states, right?

10

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

Then Column 17 says RS.

12

Do you see

that?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

That's a rank select bit?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

It has two logical states?

17

A.

Yes, it does.

18

Q.

So it identifies one of two

19

possible ranks?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

Now, if you look again in the

22

one-gigabit row, there is a sub-row that says

23

COL for column.

24

5/18/2010

A.

Do you see that?

Yes.

25
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1

I'm sorry.

2

you?

3

Q.

4

WILLIAM HOFFMAN

You asked me an either/or, didn't

Let me ask it a different way.
This is a module that in your view

5

transmits commands to those boxes marked

6

RAM 22, right?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

It transmits -- when those commands

9
10

are transmitted, are they transmitted to one
of those RAM chips at a time?

11

MS. ALTERSOHN:

12

vague.

13

A.

14

Objection to form,

I believe it goes to all of them at

the same time.

15

Q.

So, all the RAMS respond to

16

whatever command is supplied at the same

17

time?

18

A.

That's my understanding.

19

Q.

There's no signal that disconnects

20

any of those RAMS from the data bus, is

21

there?

22

A.

I believe that is true.

23

Q.

This Dell 074 patent uses the term

24

5/18/2010

bank select signal, right?

25
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5/18/2010

1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

And in that -- in the context of

3

this particular reference, bank refers to an

4

internal sub-array within the individual RAM

5

chips, right?

6

A.

That's correct.

7

Q.

Now, figure 1 of the Dell 074 has a

8

line that says, SPD read/write.

9

that?

Do you see

10

A.

Yes, I do.

11

Q.

Is the box identified as

12

non-volatile memory with the number 30 and

13

SPD?

14

A.

Yes -- no, I'm not sure.

It's a

15

presence detect, and I'm not sure if it's

16

serial or not.

17

Q.

If you turn to column 5, if you

18

would look at line 23, start there.

19

read this into the record.

20

I'll

In the embodiment of figure 1, the

21

system controller 12 accesses SPD data stored

22

in a non-volatile memory 30.

23

non-volatile memory 30 may be a separate

24

memory device, such as an EEPROM or may be a

The

25
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1
2

WILLIAM HOFFMAN

5/18/2010

charts and combine them in Exhibit E?
A.

I'm not positive that that's

3

exactly what I did, but I certainly used a

4

significant portion of it.

5

identically every piece or not, I don't know.

6

Q.

Whether it's

What specific changes, if any, did

7

you determine that one skilled in the art

8

would have had to make -- let me ask it

9

differently.

10

How, if at all, did you determine

11

that one skilled in the art would have

12

combined the modules of Dell 074 with those

13

of Dell 827 to come up with the 836 patent?

14

MS. ALTERSOHN:

Objection to form;

15

vague, incomplete hypothetical.

16

A.

What I'd like to do is go back

17

to -- I believe it's the 074.

18

remember which exhibit that was?

19

at it very quickly.

20

Do you
I'll look

The most significant thing that I

21

would see is that in my analysis of the 074,

22

I observed that they aren't in fact

23

translating -- they aren't dealing with

24

ranks.

They're dealing with banks.

And it's

25
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WILLIAM HOFFMAN

1

not just a name difference.

2

banks that are on the chip.

3

They're actually

But the technique that they use to

4

deal with the notion that they have more

5

elements, whether in this case it's banks,

6

than the computer is prepared to send them,

7

could be addressed by simply emulating it

8

through logic, and so I say it's inherent

9

that any engineer that would look at this

10

would say, oh, if I had the same problem with

11

ranks, I could do that.

12

feel it anticipates it.

13

And that's why I

But if one were to say, well,

14

that's not a valid concern, you know,

15

inherency doesn't stand here, if one were to

16

make that judgment, then one certainly would

17

be able to read this patent and understand

18

that whatever was taught here could be

19

applied to distinguish between the different

20

numbers of chips as well.

21

5/18/2010

Q.

Just to be clear, though, in your

22

report, you didn't identify particular

23

features of Dell 074 which you contend would

24

have been obvious to combine with particular

25
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1193

'snake' + -LrrE. -oph.i.
and dif19th cent.: from Greek ophrs
such as those of addition, multiplication,
o . l i t . i c / , a f € a 'l i t i k ; , 6 f € - /a d l .
ferentiation. >late Middle English: via Old French
'expend
from Latin lperatio(n-), from the verb operan
oph.i.ol.o.gy /,iif6'iilaje; ,of6-/ >n. the branch of zooiIabor on' (see oeenrre).
ogy that deals with snakes. ,early 19th cent.: from
'snake' -Locy. -oph.i.ol.o.gist
+
Greek ophis
op.er.a.tion.al /,ape'rasHenll> adi. in or ready for use:
/-jist/ n.
r
the new lttboratory isfiily operational- of or relating to
O.phir /'ofar/ (in the Bible) an unidentified region,
the routine ftlnctioning and activities of a business
perhaps in southeastern Arabia, famous for its fine
or organization: fhe cffiebar's initial operationai costs.
gold and precious stones.
r engaged in or relating to active operations of the
oph.ite /'eifit;'6fi1/)n. Geologyagreen rockwith spots
armed forces, police, or emergency services; an opor markings like a snake that can be either emptive
er ational fight er squadr on. -o p.er.a.ti o n.a l.ly a dv.
or metamorphic; serpentine. )mid 17th cent.: via
'serpentine
op.er.a.tion.al am.pli.fi.er (abbr.: op-amp) |n. ElecLatin from Greek ophites
stone,' fron
op€ra lhouse >n. a Ihreat€rrdesigned for Lire perfor'snake,' + -trE1.
lronlcs an amplifier with high gain and high input
ophis
mance oI opera.
irnpedance (usually with external feedback), used
o.phit.ic
/0'fitikl>adj. Geology relating to or denoting
rand/>n. Mathematrcs
the quantity on
oper.and
esp. in circuits for performing mathematical opera're
.19th
a poikilitic rock texture in which crystals of feldspar
'whichan/'dpa
operationi:; to
done. )late
cent.:
tions on an input voltage.
are interposed benveen plates ofaugite. )late 19th
n(:uter gerundive of operari
from Latin operandum,
'seroentine
op.er.a.tion.al.ism /dpa' rasHanl,izeml > n. (also oper.
cent.: via Latin from Greek ophifes
'expenrl
stone'
labor on' (sr:e oet.nnre).
a.tion.ism) Philosophy a form of positivism that de(from ophis'snake') + -tc.
bper.ant /'tiparant/ Fsyct,ology>;rdl. inv,rlving the
fines scientific concepts in terms of the operations
Oph.i.u.chus /,df6'yo-kas, ,0f6-/ Astronomy a large
modifir:ationof behavior by tire reinfor,:ing or inused to deteimine or prove them. -op€r.a.tion.al.
constellation (the Serpent Bearer or Holder), said to
ihibitingeffect of its own consequ'3nces
(instrumenist n. & adl.
represent a man in the coils of a snake. Both the cetalconditioning).
op.er.a.tion.al.ize /,dpa'rasnanl,iz/ >u [trans.] I put
lestial equator and the ecliptic pass through it, but
)n. an item of behavior that is initially spontaneous,
into operation or use. 2 Philosophy express or define
it is not counted among the signs of the zodiac. r las
:rather than a response to a prior stinulus, but
(something) in terms of the operations used to degenitivel (Ophiuchi) used with a preceding letter or
i whoseconsequences n-rayreinforce or inhibit recurprove it.
termine
or
nurneral to designate a star in this constellation: fhe
: rence of that behavior. l,late Middle Enlrlish: fron-r
)n.
op.er.a.tions re.search
the application of scienstar Eto }phiuchi. Dvia Latin from Greek }phiotrkos.
'being
at work,' frorn the verb operafi.
latin operanttific principles to business management, providing
Oph.i.u.roi.de.a /,df6yo-oroid6a;,0f€-/Zoology a class
op€ra queen ) n. intormala maie homosexual who is
a quantitative basis for complex decisions.
of echinoderms that comprises the brittle stars.
fanatical about opera, €sp. one charac'terized as
Dmodern Latin (plural), based on the genus name
op.er.a.tive /'dp(a)ritiv;'Apa,rativ/> adj. 1 functioning;
'snake' +
being affectedly haup;hry and overrefinecl.
'tail.'
having
efflect:
is
operative
the
mining
Ihe
transmitter
)phiura, from Greek ophis
ourc
I
'si(er)rea;
'6pr:,rd
'se16,d/
,ope.rase.ri.al'ap(a)re
)n, 3n
-oph.i;ur.oid
ban would remqin operative. t lattrib.l (of a word) havn. & adj.
/-'yo-oroid/
:topera,
typicallyone,of ttre 18th century in ltalian,
ing the most relevance or significance in a phrase or
oph.thaf.mi.a /tif'rxalm€a; ap-/ )n. Medicine inflamon a serious, usually classical or m)'thological
sentence: a youngman, and the operativeword is young,
mation of the eye, esp. conjunctivitis. )late Middle
r
i>ltalian,
literally
therne. such works as ir genre.
go
should
at
around
seventeen.
into
the
armed
seruices
English: via late Latin from Greek, from ophthalmos
''serious
'eye.'
oDera.'
2 [attrib.] of or relating to surgery'. they had wounds
op€r.a1le
n eeding operativ e tr eatment.
/'dpa,rat/>v { [trans.l(o1'apers,rn)control
oph.thal.mic /:if 'rHalmik; ?tp-l > adj. fattrtb.l of or relat)n. a worker, esp. a skilled one in a manufacturing inthe functioning of (a machine, prclcess,or system): a
ing to the eye and its diseases. )early 17th cent.: via
shortageof tvorkers to operate netv nraclines t fintrans.l
dustry. r a private detective or secret agent. >late
latin from Greek ophthalmikos,from ophthclmos'eye.'
(ofa machine, proc€lss,or system) function in a specMiddle English: from late Latin operativus, from
oph.thal.mi.tis /,dtrHal'mrdis; ,dp-/ )n. Medicine inmarket
were
allotvec!.
to
operate
rnanner:
ified
Latin operat-'done by labor,' from the verb operan
forces
flammation of the eye.
(see oeennre). -op.er.a.tive.ly
adu -op€r.a.tivs
feely.l[intrans.l be i.n effect: there is a powetfullatv that
)comb. form Medicine relating ro the
ophthafmor
(of
politics.
person
a
or
organization)
in
'eye.'
iopuates
ness n.
eyes'.ophthalmoscope.Dfrom Greek ophthalmos
(a
and
run
business):
many
companies
>n.
foreign
op.er.a.tor /'Apa,rdtar/
I [often with adl,] a person
imanage
>
n
. the
o
p
h
.
t
h
a
l
.
m
o
l
.
o
.
g
y
'qeratt'
/,dflre(l)'mdlaj6;,dp-/
who operates equipment or a machine'. a radio operfacto{es in fhe U.S. I [lntrani;.](of an organlzabranch of medicine concerned with the study and
tion) be managed anrl run in a specified 'way'.neither
cfor. r (usu. the operator) a person who works for a
treatment of disorders and diseases of the eye.
cunpanyhadoperateclv,ithin the tenns of its chorter. t lintelephone company assisting users, or who works at
-oph.thal.mo.log.i.cal
/-ma'lAjikal/ adl. -oph.thal.
lrans.l(of an armed fcrrce)conduct military activities
a telephone switchboard. 2 [usu. with adl.] a person
mol.o.gist /-jist/ n.
iin a specified area or fronr a specilied base: the mounor company that engages in or runs a business or en>n. Medicine
oph.thal.moplegia /df,rualme'plCj(C)a/
" tninb asesfr om which tlrc gr er nll as w er e oper ating. 2 [i n terprise: o tour operator. 3 [with adj.l informal a per.
paralysisof the muscleswithin or surrounding the
hans.]perfornr a surgical operation: the surgeonsreson who acts in a specified, esp. a manipulative,
-oph.thal.mo.plagi
eye.
c l: plCjikladj.
t,0operate I my brother hod to be operated on last
way'. her reputation as a cool, clever operator. 4 Matheoph.thal.moscope /df'rHalma,sk6p;
ap-/ )n. an inweek..3lintrans.l function; work: n,elnve asyet no conmatics a syrnbol or function denoting an operation
'dustye
strument for inspecting the retina and other parts
evdence onhou,the:;e cellsor)erate. i,early 17th
( e . g . ,x , + ) .
'cent.;
'done
-oph.thal.mo.scop.ic
of the eye.
from Latin operatby labor,' from the
/,AfrHalma'sktipik;
op.er.a win.dow )n. a small fixed window usually be, A p - la d j . - o p h . t h a l . m o s . c o . p y/ , A f r u a l ' m d s k a p O ;
fi'om op:rs,
o,rer-'work.'
operan,
hind the rear side window of an automobile.
,ap-ln.
rper.at.ic
/dpa'ratik/)ad,i.of, relatingto, or charac- o.per.cu.lum /0'perkyaleml >n. lpl.-la /-le/) Zoology &
-opia >comb.forn denoting a visual disorder: nryopia.
teristicof opera: opercficanas.I extrava.gantlytheBotany a structure that closes or covers an aperrure,
Dfrom
Greekops,op-'eye,face.'
Itricali; ove rly dra matic : ::hev,nmg her h ands in oper at in particular: r technical term for crLL covEn. r a se'icdespair.
>adi./'0p6-it;-,dt/relatingto, resembiing,or
o.pi.ate
>mid 18th cent.: formerd irregularly from
creted plate that serves to close the aperfure of a
containing opium: the useof opiatedrugs.. figurative,
1, on the pattern of words such as dromatic.
gastropod mollusk's shell when the animal is redaledcausingdrowsinessor a dulling of the senses.
iloper.at.i.cal.ly /-ik(a)lc/ adv
tracted. r a lidlike structure of the spore-containing
>n./'6p€-it;-,6t/a drug with morphinelikeeffects,decapsule of a moss. >early 18th cent.: from Latin, Iit/,iipa'ratiks/),pluraln. [often treated as
'lid,
rived
from opium. I figurative
a thing that soothesor
ng.] the productic,n or performance of operas.
erally
covering,' front openre'to cover.' -o.per.
stupefies.
-o.per.cu.
thea.trically exagge:rated or overemotirrnal behavcu.lar /-le( adj. -o.percu.late
adj.
l-,16ll
>v.
(opiated) impregnare
as
adj.]
l-dtl [trans.][often
ior.
li- comb. form .
with opium. >lateMiddle English(asa noun):from
t.ing profit )n. profit fro.urbusinessopera- op.er.et.ta /,dpa'reta/ )n. a short opera, usually on a
medieval Latin opiafus(adjective),opiatus(noun),
(grossprofit less operating experLses)
before
Iight or humorous theme and rypically having spobasedon Latin opium(seeoeruu).
tion offixed costs.
ken dialogue. Notable composers of operettas in>PHRASE
o the opiate of the masses (or people)
rart.ing
clude Offenbach, Johann Strauss, Lehar, and Gilbert
room (abbr.:OR)(Brit.
operatingtheatre)
something regardedas inducing a false and unrealand Sullivan. Dlate 18th cent.: from Italian, diminufn. a rcoom in a hosprital specialllr equipped for suristic senseof contentment among people.[translattive of opera (see oeenat).
gical operations.
ing the Cerman phraseOpiumdesVolk, usedby Kari
.ing sys.tent)n. the softwarethat supportsa
op.er.on /'dpe,rAn/ >n. Biology a unit made up of
Marx in referenceto religion(1844).1
linked genes that is thought to regulate other genes
t e r ' s b a s i c f r r n c t i o n s ,s u c h a s s c h e d u l i n g
o.pine /0'pin/ >u [reportingverblformalholdand state
responsible for protein synthesis. D1960s: from
, executing applications, and controlling peas one'sopinion: lwith dlrectspeechl"Themanisa geFrench opdrer'to effect, work' + -ott.
henals
nius,"he opined| [with c/ause]the criticopinedthat the
op.er.ose /'dpa,r6s/ >adj. rare involving or displaying
iper.a.tion /,dpa'rAsHan| > n. 1 the fact c,r condition
mostexatingmusicalmomentocrurcedwhentheorchestrLr
much industry or effort. >late 17th cent.: from
of fun.ctioning or being active: the' construction and opstruckup the nationalanthem.>late Middle English:
'work.'
Latin operosus,from opus
of ltuwerslationsI srrneo/fhcseideuscorrldheput
fiom Latin opinan'think, believe.'
>n.
oph.i.cleide
I
an
obsolete
bass
brass
inoperation. an active process; a discharge of a
/'efi,klld/
o.pin.ion /e'pinyan/)n. a view or judgment formed
strument with keys, used in bands in the 19th cen:tiLon:the operations cf the mincl. r a irusiness orabout something, not necessarilybasedon fact or
tury but superseded by the tuba. )mid 19th cent.:
iz,ation;a company: he reopenedhisopt:rationunder
knowledge: I'm writing to yoicemy opinionon an issueof
fiom French ophicl|ide,fiom Creek ophis'serpent'+
differentname. . an activity in which strch an orga
greot implrtance I that, in my opinion, is dead nght.
kleis,kleid-'key.'
is involved: the companyis sellirg mostof its
r the beliefsor views of a large number or majority
O.phid.i.a /6'fidea/ Zoology a group of reptiles that
2 an act of surgeryperalbankingoperatiorts.
of people about a particular thing: fhe changlngclicomorises the snakes. Also called SenpeHres. . Subon a patient. 3 [often with ad1.]a piece of ormateof lpiniln. r (opinion of) an estimation of the
ordei ophidia, order Squamata. Dmodern Latin
and concerled a.ctivity involving a number
quality or worth of someoneor something Ihad a
(plural), from Greek ophis, ophid-'snake.' -o.phid.i.
ple, esp. mernbers of the armed frrces or the
:: a rescueoperation military operations.r (OperI preceding a code natne fcrr such an activity:
Desert Stc.,rm.4 Mathernatics a orocess in
r a number, quantity, expression, etc., is alor manipulated iiccording to fcrmal rules,

an n. & adj.
oph.i.o.lite /'dfde,lit; '6te-l >n. Geology an igneous
rock consisting largely of serpentine, believed to
have been fonned from the submarine eruption of
oceanic crustal and upper mantle material. >mid

higheropinionof myselfthan I deserued.
t a formal
r
.
furi a hat',A rate: A car: cH chewie let: 6 seeie(a)r sir:
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preamble does not render the claim indefinite under
35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph. See In re Larsen,
No. 01-1092 (Fed. Cir. May 9, 2001) (unpublished)
(The preamble of the Larsen claim recited only a
hanger and a loop but the body of the claim positively
recited a linear member. The examiner rejected the
claim under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph,
because the omission from the claim’s preamble of a
critical element (i.e., a linear member) renders that
claim indefinite. The court reversed the examiner’s
rejection and stated that the totality of all the limitations of the claim and their interaction with each other
must be considered to ascertain the inventor’s contribution to the art. Upon review of the claim in its
entirety, the court concluded that the claim at issue
apprises one of ordinary skill in the art of its scope
and, therefore, serves the notice function required by
35 U.S.C. 112, paragraph 2.).

2173.05(f) Reference to Limitations in Another Claim
A claim which makes reference to a preceding
claim to define a limitation is an acceptable claim
construction which should not necessarily be rejected
as improper or confusing under 35 U.S.C. 112, second
paragraph. For example, claims which read: “The
product produced by the method of claim 1.” or “A
method of producing ethanol comprising contacting
amylose with the culture of claim 1 under the following conditions .....” are not indefinite under 35 U.S.C.
112, second paragraph, merely because of the reference to another claim. See also Ex parte Porter,
25 USPQ2d 1144 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1992) where
reference to “the nozzle of claim 7” in a method claim
was held to comply with 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph. However, where the format of making reference to limitations recited in another claim results in
confusion, then a rejection would be proper under
35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph.

2173.05(g) Functional Limitations [R-3]
A functional limitation is an attempt to define
something by what it does, rather than by what it is
(e.g., as evidenced by its specific structure or specific
ingredients). There is nothing inherently wrong with
defining some part of an invention in functional
terms. Functional language does not, in and of itself,
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render a claim improper. In re Swinehart, 439 F.2d
210, 169 USPQ 226 (CCPA 1971).
A functional limitation must be evaluated and considered, just like any other limitation of the claim, for
what it fairly conveys to a person of ordinary skill in
the pertinent art in the context in which it is used. A
functional limitation is often used in association with
an element, ingredient, or step of a process to define a
particular capability or purpose that is served by the
recited element, ingredient or step. >In Innova/Pure
Water Inc. v. Safari Water Filtration Sys. Inc.,
381 F.3d 1111, 1117-20, 72 USPQ2d 1001, 1006-08
(Fed. Cir. 2004), the court noted that the claim term
“operatively connected” is “a general descriptive
claim term frequently used in patent drafting to reflect
a functional relationship between claimed components,” that is, the term “means the claimed components must be connected in a way to perform a
designated function.” “In the absence of modifiers,
general descriptive terms are typically construed as
having their full meaning.” Id. at 1118, 72 USPQ2d at
1006. In the patent claim at issue, “subject to any
clear and unmistakable disavowal of claim scope, the
term ‘operatively connected’ takes the full breath of
its ordinary meaning, i.e., ‘said tube [is] operatively
connected to said cap’ when the tube and cap are
arranged in a manner capable of performing the function of filtering.” Id. at 1120, 72 USPQ2d at 1008.<
Whether or not the functional limitation complies
with 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, is a different
issue from whether the limitation is properly supported under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, or is distinguished over the prior art. A few examples are set
forth below to illustrate situations where the issue of
whether a functional limitation complies with
35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, was considered.
It was held that the limitation used to define a radical on a chemical compound as “incapable of forming
a dye with said oxidizing developing agent” although
functional, was perfectly acceptable because it set
definite boundaries on the patent protection sought. In
re Barr, 444 F.2d 588, 170 USPQ 33 (CCPA 1971).
In a claim that was directed to a kit of component
parts capable of being assembled, the Court held that
limitations such as “members adapted to be positioned” and “portions . . . being resiliently dilatable
whereby said housing may be slidably positioned”
serve to precisely define present structural attributes

2100-226
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of interrelated component parts of the claimed assembly. In re Venezia, 530 F.2d 956, 189 USPQ 149
(CCPA 1976).

2173.05(h) Alternative Limitations
I.

MARKUSH GROUPS

Alternative expressions are permitted if they
present no uncertainty or ambiguity with respect to
the question of scope or clarity of the claims. One
acceptable form of alternative expression, which is
commonly referred to as a Markush group, recites
members as being “selected from the group consisting
of A, B and C.” See Ex parte Markush, 1925 C.D. 126
(Comm’r Pat. 1925).
Ex parte Markush sanctions claiming a genus
expressed as a group consisting of certain specified
materials. Inventions in metallurgy, refractories,
ceramics, pharmacy, pharmacology and biology are
most frequently claimed under the Markush formula
but purely mechanical features or process steps may
also be claimed by using the Markush style of claiming. See Ex parte Head, 214 USPQ 551 (Bd. App.
1981); In re Gaubert, 524 F.2d 1222, 187 USPQ 664
(CCPA 1975); and In re Harnisch, 631 F.2d 716, 206
USPQ 300 (CCPA 1980). It is improper to use the
term “comprising” instead of “consisting of.” Ex
parte Dotter, 12 USPQ 382 (Bd. App. 1931).
The use of Markush claims of diminishing scope
should not, in itself, be considered a sufficient basis
for objection to or rejection of claims. However, if
such a practice renders the claims indefinite or if it
results in undue multiplicity, an appropriate rejection
should be made.
Similarly, the double inclusion of an element by
members of a Markush group is not, in itself, sufficient basis for objection to or rejection of claims.
Rather, the facts in each case must be evaluated to
determine whether or not the multiple inclusion of
one or more elements in a claim renders that claim
indefinite. The mere fact that a compound may be
embraced by more than one member of a Markush
group recited in the claim does not necessarily render
the scope of the claim unclear. For example, the
Markush group, “selected from the group consisting
of amino, halogen, nitro, chloro and alkyl” should be
acceptable even though “halogen” is generic to
“chloro.”

2173.05(h)

The materials set forth in the Markush group ordinarily must belong to a recognized physical or chemical class or to an art-recognized class. However, when
the Markush group occurs in a claim reciting a process or a combination (not a single compound), it is
sufficient if the members of the group are disclosed in
the specification to possess at least one property in
common which is mainly responsible for their function in the claimed relationship, and it is clear from
their very nature or from the prior art that all of them
possess this property. While in the past the test for
Markush-type claims was applied as liberally as possible, present practice which holds that claims reciting
Markush groups are not generic claims (MPEP § 803)
may subject the groups to a more stringent test for
propriety of the recited members. Where a Markush
expression is applied only to a portion of a chemical
compound, the propriety of the grouping is determined by a consideration of the compound as a whole,
and does not depend on there being a community of
properties in the members of the Markush expression.
When materials recited in a claim are so related as
to constitute a proper Markush group, they may be
recited in the conventional manner, or alternatively.
For example, if “wherein R is a material selected from
the group consisting of A, B, C and D” is a proper
limitation, then “wherein R is A, B, C or D” shall also
be considered proper.
Subgenus Claim
Genus, subgenus, and Markush-type claims, if
properly supported by the disclosure, are all acceptable ways for applicants to claim their inventions.
They provide different ways to present claims of different scope. Examiners should therefore not reject
Markush-type claims merely because there are genus
claims that encompass the Markush-type claims.
See also MPEP § 608.01(p) and § 715.03.
See MPEP § 803.02 for restriction practice re
Markush-type claims.
II.

“OR” TERMINOLOGY

Alternative expressions using “or” are acceptable,
such as “wherein R is A, B, C, or D.” The following
phrases were each held to be acceptable and not in
violation of 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph in In re
Gaubert, 524 F.2d 1222, 187 USPQ 664 (CCPA
1975): “made entirely or in part of”; “at least one
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

15

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

16
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17
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[Related to Case No: CV08-04144 SBA]
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INVALIDITY CONTENTIONS
PURSUANT TO PATENT L.R. 3-3
AND 3-4

Defendant.

23
24
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26
27
28
GOOGLE INC.’S INVALIDITY CONTENTIONS
Case No. CV09-05718 SBA
[Related to Case No: CV08-04144 SBA]

1

Pursuant to Patent L.R. 3-3, Google Inc. (“Google”) hereby serves its Invalidity

2

Contentions on Plaintiff Netlist, Inc. (“Netlist”). In the absence of a claim construction order from

3

the Court, Google has based its Invalidity Contentions in part upon the disclosure of the

4

specification of U.S. Patent No. 7,619, 912 B2 (“the ‘912 Patent”) and, to the extent any apparent

5

construction of the asserted claims of the ‘912 Patent were advanced by Netlist in its Infringement

6

Contentions served on April 8, 2010, on any such asserted construction. Nothing herein should be

7

construed as an admission that Google agrees with Netlist’s apparent claim constructions. Google

8

expressly reserves the right to propose alternative constructions to those advocated by Netlist and

9

to request Netlist’s actual claim construction position during the claim construction portion of this

10

case. Google expressly reserves the right to challenge the sufficiency of Netlist’s Infringement

11

Contentions and any claims or claim terms that Netlist purports to have explicitly or implicitly

12

construed therein.

13

Prior art not included in this disclosure, whether or not now known to Google, may

14

become relevant depending on the claim constructions that Netlist asserts and the constructions

15

that this Court may adopt. Google’s own ongoing investigations may also uncover additional

16

prior art. The obviousness combinations of references under 35 U.S.C. § 103 that are provided

17

below and in the accompanying exhibits are merely exemplary and are not intended to be

18

exhaustive. Additional obviousness combinations of the references identified below are possible,

19

and Google reserves the right to use any such combinations in this litigation. In particular, Google

20

is currently unaware of the extent, if any, to which Netlist will contend that the art identified by

21

Google does not disclose limitations of the asserted claims. Should such an issue arise, Google

22

reserves the right to identify other references that would have made the addition of the allegedly

23

missing limitation to the disclosed device obvious.

24

Accordingly, Google reserves the right to supplement or modify these Invalidity

25

Contentions based on claim construction and further discovery and in a manner consistent with the

26

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and this Court’s rules, including the Patent Local Rules. In

27

addition to these Invalidity Contentions and prior art identified herein, Google expressly

28
2

GOOGLE INC.’S INVALIDITY CONTENTIONS
Case No. CV09-05718 SBA
[Related to Case No: CV08-04144 SBA]

1

incorporates by reference in their entirety and reserves the right to rely upon any and all invalidity

2

contentions and prior art served in any other action involving the ‘912 Patent.

3

I.

4

Pursuant to Patent L.R. 3-3(a), and in light of Netlist’s allegations set forth in its

5

Infringement Contentions and accompanying claim charts served on April 8, 2010, Google lists

6

below the prior art now known to Google which it contends anticipates or renders obvious Claims

7

1, 3, 4, 6-11, 15, 18-22, 24-25, 27-29, 31-34, 36-39, 41-45, and 50 (collectively, “the Asserted

8

Claims”) of the ‘912 Patent.

IDENTIFICATION OF PRIOR ART

9

Pursuant to Patent L.R. 3-3(a), Google identifies the following United States patents and

10

publications as prior art that anticipate or render obvious the Asserted Claims of the ‘912 Patent.

11

Google reserves the right to modify and/or supplement this list of prior art.

12
13

Patents and Published Applications
Number

Country of Origin

Date of
Issue/Publication

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

U.S. Pat. Appl. No. 2006/0117152 A1 United States
(GNET 000552-000568)

June 1, 2006

U.S. Pat. No. 6,209,074
(GNET 001088-001097)

United States

March 27, 2001

U.S. Pat. No. 5,926,827
(GNET 000894-000901)

United States

July 20, 1999

U.S. Pat. No. 5,745,914
(GNET 000845-000858)

United States

April 28, 1999

U.S. Pat No. 4,368,515
(GNET 000616-000625)

United States

January 11, 1983

U.S. Pat. No. 6,414,868
(GNET 001109-001120)

United States

July 2, 2002

U.S. Pat. No. 5,581,498
(GNET 000772-000790)

United States

December 3, 1996

U.S. Pat. No. 6,961,281
(GNET 001298-001309)

United States

November 1, 2005

U.S. Pub. No. 2006/0044860 A1
(GNET 002302-002313)

United States

March 2, 2006

28
3

GOOGLE INC.’S INVALIDITY CONTENTIONS
Case No. CV09-05718 SBA
[Related to Case No: CV08-04144 SBA]

1

Number

Country of Origin

Date of
Issue/Publication

2
3
4
5
6

U.S. Pat. No. 7,356,639
(GNET 001519-001571)

United States

April 8, 2008

U.S. Pat. No. 7,120,727
(GNET 001405-001418)

United States

October 10, 2006

U.S. Pat. No. 4,392,212
(GNET 000626-000635)

United States

July 5, 1983

7
8

Google further identifies those products and systems that practice the subject matter of the

9

cited prior art and prior art that may be found in the future. Discovery relating to prior art

10

products, systems, and inventions is ongoing, and Google reserves the ability to supplement these

11

contentions with any additional prior art products, systems, and inventions it becomes aware of

12

through this discovery.

13
14

II.

STATUTORY BASIS FOR INVALIDITY
A.

Anticipation (35 U.S.C. § 102) and Obviousness (35 U.S.C. § 103)

15

Pursuant to Patent L.R. 3-3(b) and 3-3(c), and in light of Netlist’s Infringement

16

Contentions and accompanying claim chart served on April 8, 2010, Google attaches hereto as

17

Exhibits 1-13 claim charts identifying prior art references that anticipate the Asserted Claims as

18

well as combinations of prior art references which render the Asserted Claims obvious. The

19

attached charts identify specifically where, in each alleged item of prior art, each element of each

20

asserted claim is found.

21

Patent L.R. 3-3(b) requires Google to identify any combinations of prior art showing

22

obviousness and “an explanation of why the prior art renders the asserted claim obvious.”

23

Pursuant to the Supreme Court’s decision in KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex, Inc., to the extent an

24

express motivation to combine references is required under current law at all this requirement is

25

minimal. For example, “any need or problem known in the field of endeavor at the time of

26

invention and addressed by the patent can provide a reason for combining the element.” KSR Int’l,

27

550 U.S. 398, 402 (2007). In addition, “common sense” teaches that “a person of ordinary skill

28

often will be able to fit the teachings of multiple patents together like pieces of a puzzle.” Id.
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1

Moreover, the rationale for combining any of these references with others exists within the

2

references themselves, as well as within the knowledge of those of ordinary skill in the art. These

3

references identify and address the same technical issues and suggest very similar solutions to

4

those issues. If and to the extent Netlist challenges the correspondence of any of these references

5

with respect to particular elements of the asserted claims, Google reserves the right to supplement

6

these Invalidity Contentions to identify a reason to combine particular references with one another

7

with additional particularity. An index identifying the prior art discussed in each of the attached

8

exhibits is provided below.

9

Invalidity Charts for the ‘912 Patent

10

U.S. Pat. Appl. No. 2006/0117152 A1

Exhibit 1

11

U.S. Pat. No. 6,209,074

Exhibit 2

12

U.S. Pat. No. 5,926,827

Exhibit 3

13

U.S. Pat. No. 5,745,914

Exhibit 4

14

U.S. Pat No. 4,368,515

Exhibit 5

15

U.S. Pat. No. 6,414,868

Exhibit 6

16

U.S. Pat. No. 5,581,498

Exhibit 7

17

U.S. Pat. Appl. No. 2006/0117152 A1 in combination
with U.S. Pat. No. 6,209,074

Exhibit 8

U.S. Pat. No. 6,209,074 in combination
with U.S. Pat. No. 5,926,827

Exhibit 9

U.S. Pat. No. 6,209,074 in combination
with U.S. Pat. No. 5,745,914

Exhibit 10

U.S. Pat. No. 6,209,074 in combination
with U.S. Pat. No. 5,581,498

Exhibit 11

U.S. Pat. No. 6,209,074 in combination
with U.S. Pat No. 4,368,515

Exhibit 12

U.S. Pat. No. 6,209,074 in combination
with U.S. Pat. No. 6,414,868

Exhibit 13

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

In charts where Google identifies a combination of references, Google may rely upon a
subset of the references or all of the references depending upon the Court’s claim construction and
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1

Google’s own further investigation. Further, Google’s identification of multiple references in any

2

given chart and contention that various combinations thereof render an asserted claim obvious

3

under 35 U.S.C. § 103 is in no way an admission or suggestion that each reference does not

4

independently anticipate the asserted claims under 35 U.S.C. § 102.

5

combinations stated in the attached charts are merely exemplary and are not intended to be

6

exhaustive. Any of the references listed above in Section I for the ‘912 Patent may be combined

7

to render obvious, and therefore invalid, the asserted claims of the ‘912 Patent.

8

B.

The obviousness

Indefiniteness and Lack of Enablement (35 U.S.C. § 112 ¶¶ 1-2)

9

Pursuant to Patent L.R. 3-3(d), Google attaches hereto as Exhibit 14 a claim chart that

10

identifies exemplary grounds of invalidity for the asserted claims based on indefiniteness and lack

11

of enablement and/or written description, under 35 U.S.C. § 112 ¶¶ 1-2.

12

III.

13

DOCUMENT

PRODUCTION

ACCOMPANYING

PRELIMINARY

INFRINGEMENT CONTENTIONS (PATENT L.R. 3-4)

14

Pursuant to Patent L.R. 3-4, Google has served, either concurrently with these Invalidity

15

Contentions or previously produced in related Case No. 08-04144-SBA, documentation required

16

by Pat. L.R. 3-4 (a) and (b). If Google subsequently acquires or locates any further documents

17

falling into the categories set forth in Patent L.R. 3-4, Google will produce such documents to

18

Netlist. Google reserves the right to rely on any such subsequently acquired and produced

19

documents.

20

IV.

21

In addition to the prior art references identified above, Google lists below the following

22

patents, patent applications, printed publications, and products which are pertinent to the invalidity

23

of the ‘912 Patent. Google has not provided claim charts for each of these references either

24

because at this time Google does not intent to rely on them, because they have substantially

25

similar disclosures to other prior art for which invalidity charts have been provided, or because

26

they are used as supporting references in an obviousness combination. However, Google reserves

27

the right to revise its invalidity contentions to rely on these references to prove the invalidity of the

ADDITIONAL PRIOR ART

28
6
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1

asserted claims of the ‘912 Patent in a manner consistent with the Federal Rules of Civil

2

Procedure and this Court’s Local Rules.

3
Patent or Published Application Number / Title

Date of Issue/Publication

Dell 827 Information Disclosure Statement
(NETLG00005198 )

September 4, 2007

5
6

U.S. Patent No. 4,392,212 (GNET 000626 - 000635))

July 5, 1983

7

U.S. Patent No. 5,247,643 (GNET 000697 - 000735)

September 21, 1993

8

U.S. Patent No. 5,426,753 (GNET 000747 - 000753)

June 20, 1995

9

U.S. Patent No. 5,703,826 (GNET 000835 - 000844)

December 30, 1997

10

U.S. Patent No. 5,805,520 (GNET 000859 - 000869)

September 8, 1998

11

U.S. Patent No. 5,959,930 (GNET 000902 - 000949)

September 28, 1998

12

U.S. Patent No. 6,154,418 (GNET 001043 - 001055)

November 28, 2000

13

U.S. Patent No. 6,453,381 (GNET 001121 - 001129)

September 17, 2002

14

U.S. Patent No. 6,518,794 (GNET 001162 - 001180)

February 11, 2003

U.S. Patent No. 6,681,301 (GNET 001199 - 001212)

January 20, 2004

U.S. Patent No. 6,785,189 (GNET 001241 - 001245)

August 31, 2004

U.S. Patent No. 6,807,125 (GNET 002254 - 002265)

October 19, 2004

U.S. Patent No. 6,813,196 (GNET 001246 - 001251)

November 2, 2004

U.S. Patent No. 6,944,694 (GNET 001275 - 001297)

September 13, 2005

U.S. Patent No. 6,981,089 (GNET 001310 - 001323)

December 27, 2005

U.S. Patent No. 6,982,893 (GNET 001342 - 001347)

January 3, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 6,996,686 (GNET 001348 - 001356)

February 14, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 7,046,538 (GNET 001393 - 001404)

May 16, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 7,120,727 (GNET 001405 - 001418)

October 10, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 7,200,021 (GNET 001467 - 001476)

April 3, 2007

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2001/0052057
A1 (GNET 000369 - 000386)

December 31, 2001

4

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1

Patent or Published Application Number / Title

Date of Issue/Publication

2

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2002/0088633
A1 (GNET 000387 - 000405)

July 11, 2002

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2003/0063514
A1 (GNET 000406 - 000417)

April 3, 2003

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2003/0191995
A1 (GNET 002266 - 002276)

October 9, 2003

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2003/0210575
A1 (GNET 002277 - 002301)

November 11, 2003

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2004/0037158
A1 (GNET 000461 - 000472)

February 26, 2004

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2005/0036378
A1 (GNET 000484 - 000528)

February 17, 2005

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2005/0281096
A1 (GNET 000529 - 000551)

December 22, 2005

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2006/0126369
A1 (GNET 000569 - 000578)

June 15, 2006

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 2006/0129755
A1 (GNET 000579 - 000589)

June 15, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 6,961,281 (GNET 001298-1309)

March 17, 2005

17

U.S. Patent No. 7,356,639 (GNET 001519-1571)

April 8, 2008

18

U.S. Patent Application Publication: 2006-0044860
(GNET 002302 - 2313)

March 2, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 4,633,429 (GNET000636-642)

December 30, 1986

U.S. Patent No. 4,958,322 (GNET000643-653)

September 18, 1990

U.S. Patent No. 4,961,172 (GNET000654-671)

October 2, 1990

U.S. Patent No. 4,980,850 (GNET000672-696)

December 25, 1990

U.S. Patent No. 5,345,412 (GNET000736-746)

September 6, 1994

U.S. Patent No. 5,483,497 (GNET000754-771)

January 9, 1996

U.S. Patent No. 5,699,542 (GNET000805-818)

December 16, 1997

U.S. Patent No. 5,822,251 (GNET000870-888)

October 13, 1998

U.S. Patent No. 5,966,736 (GNET000958-982)

October 12, 1999

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1

Patent or Published Application Number / Title

Date of Issue/Publication

2

U.S. Patent No. 6,108,745 (GNET001019-1042)

August 22, 2000

3

U.S. Patent No. 6,185,654 (GNET001056-1087)

February 6, 2001

4

U.S. Patent No. 6,487,102

November 26, 2002

5

U.S. Patent No. 6,646,949 (GNET001181-1189)

November 11, 2003

6

U.S. Patent No. 6,674,684 (GNET001190-1198)

January 6, 2004

7

U.S. Patent No. 6,697,888 (GNET001213-1222)

February 24, 2004

8

U.S. Patent No. 6,742,098 (GNET001223-1240)

May 25, 2004

9

U.S. Patent No. 6,834,014 (GNET001252-1274)

December 21, 2004

10

U.S. Patent No. 6,982,892 (GNET001324-1341)

January 3, 2006

11

U.S. Patent No. 7,007,130 (GNET001357-1392)

February 28, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 7,124,260 (GNET001419-1436)

October 17, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 7,133,960 (GNET001437-1444)

November 7, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 7,181,591 (GNET001445-1466)

February 20, 2007

U.S. Patent No. 7,266,639 (GNET001477-1487)

September 4, 2007

U.S. Patent No. 7,281,079 (GNET001488-1504)

October 9, 2007

U.S. Patent No. 7,346,750 (GNET001505-1518)

March 18, 2008

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 20030090879 (GNET000418-0460)

May 15, 2003

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 20040201968 (GNET000473-0483)

October 14, 2004

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 20060179206 (GNET000590-0599)

August 10, 2006

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US 20060267172 (GNET000600-0615)

November 30, 2006

WO 1992/002879

February 20, 1992

WO 1994/007242

March 31, 1994

WO 1995/034030

December 14, 2005

WO 2002/058069

July 25, 2002

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1

Patent or Published Application Number / Title

Date of Issue/Publication

2

WO 2003/017283

February 27, 2003

3

WO 2003/069484

August 21, 2003

4

WO 2006/055497

May 26, 2006

5

U.S. Patent No. 6,502,161 (GNET001141-1161)

December 31, 2002

6

U.S. Patent No. 6,553,450

April 22, 2003

7

U.S. Patent No. 6,639,820

October 28, 2003

8

U.S. Patent No. 6,683,372

January 27, 2004

9

U.S. Patent No. 6,968,440

November 22, 2005

10

U.S. Patent No. 6,970,968

November 29, 2005

11

U.S. Patent No. 7,078,793

July 18, 2006

U.S. Patent No. 7,266,634

September 4, 2007

U.S. Patent No. 7,363,422

April 22, 2008

U.S. Patent No. 7,155,627

December 26, 2006

Publication Title

Date of Publication

DM74LS138 • DM74LS139, Decoder/Demultiplexer,
Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.,
August 1986, Revised March 2000 (GNET0019281935)

August 1986

Extended abstract: Dynamically reconfigurable
heterogeneous multi-processor systems with
transputer-controlled communication, Tudruj, M.,
Journal of Systems Architecture, Vol. 43,
pp. 27-32 (1997) (GNET002248-2253)

March, 1997

A 32-Bit SoPC Implementation of a P5, Toal, C.,
Proceedings of the Eighth IEEE International
Symposium on Computers and Communication
(ISCC'03), IEEE, 1530-1346/03, 2003 (GNET0019361939)

July 2003

A banked-promotion translation lookaside buffer
system, Lee, J., Journal of Systems Architecture, Vol.
47, pp. 1065-1078, (2002) (GNET001940-1952)

August 2002

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1

Publication Title

Date of Publication

2

A Fully-Programmable Memory Management System
Optimizing Queue Handling at Multi Gigabit Rates,
Kornaros, G., 5.1, pp. 54 - 59 (GNET001953-1958)

June 2003

Accelerating system integration by enhancing
hardware, firmware, and co-simulation, Schubert, K.,
et al. , IBM J. Res. & Dev. Vol. 48, No. 3/4, May/July
2004 (GNET001959-1971)

May/July 2004

Access Rate/Availability Improvement Logic for
Dynamic Memories, Grimes, WD, IBM Techn. Discl.
Bulletin, pp. 2678-2681, Oct. 1982, (GNET0019721974)

October 1982

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

MPC8260 SDRAM Support, Freescale Semiconductor, October 2006
Appl. Note, Doc. Number: AN2165/D, Rev. 1, 10/2006
An 88-Way Multiprocessor Within An FPGA With
Customizable Instructions, Hoare, R., Proceedings of
the 18th International Parallel and Distributed
Processing Symposium (IPDPS'04), 2004
(GNET001974-1982)

April 2004

An Enable Signal Circuit for Multiple Small Banks,
IBM Techn. Discl. Bulletin, IP.com number:
IPCOM000015887D, June 1, 2002, IP.com Electronic
Publication: June 21, 2003 (GNET001983-1987)

June 1, 2002

An on-chip cache compression technique to reduce
decompression overhead and design complexity, Lee,
J., Journal of Systems Architecture Vol. 46, pp. 13651382, (2000) (GNET001988-2005)

December 2000

Bank Striping Of Data Across Internal Sdram Banks,
IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, IP.com number:
IPCOM000013697D, August 1, 2000, IP.com
Electronic Publication:
June 18, 2003 (GNET002006-2008)

August 1, 2000

Chip Select Circuit for Multi-Chip RAM Modules,
Fitzgerald, B.F., et al., IBM Technical Disclosure
Bulletin, pp. 3932-3934, Dec. 1, 1984, IP.com number:
IPCOM000044404D, IP.com Electronic Publication:
February 5, 2005 (GNET002028-2030)

December 1, 1984

Chip Select Decoder Circuit, Smith, B.A., IBM
Technical Disclosure Bulletin, pp. 5826-5827, March
1, 1985, IP.com Number: IPCOM000063400D, IP.com
Electronic Publication: February 18, 2005
(GNET002031-2033)

March 1, 1985

28
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1

Publication Title

Date of Publication

2

Chip Select Technique for Multi Chip Decoding,
Hession, J., IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, pp.
1563-1564, Sept. 1, 1978, IPCOM000070404D,
IP.com Electronic Publication: February 21, 2005
(GNET002034-2036)

September 1, 1978

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Concurrency, Latency, or System Overhead: Which
July 2001
Has the Largest Impact on Uniprocessor DRAMSystem Performance?, Cuppu, V., et al., IEEE, pp. 6271, 2001,.Proceedings of the 28th International
Symposium on Computer Architecture, June 30–July 4,
2001 (GNET002037-2046)
Continuous RAS Access Method in Multiple-bank
DRAM Chip, Sunaga, T, et al., IBM Technical
Disclosure Bulletin, Vol. 41, No. 414, pp. 10-48,
Article 41473, October 1, 1998, IP.com No:
IPCOM0001233750, IP.com Electronic Publication:
April 4, 2005 (GNET002047-2049)

October 1, 1998

Designing a Modern Memory Hierarchy with
Hardware Prefetching, Lin, W., IEEE Transactions On
Computers, Vol. 50, No. 11, pp. 1202-1217, Nov. 2001
(GNET002050-2065)

November 2001

Designing And Implementing A Fast Crossbar
Scheduler, Gyupta, P., IEEE Micro, pp. 20-28, 1999
(GNET002066-2074)

January-February 1999

Distributed Memory Mapping, IBM Technical
Disclosure Bulletin, October 1, 2000, IP.com No:
IPCOM0000147880, IP.com Electronic Publication:
June 20, 2003 (GNET002075-2077)

October 1, 2000

Dual Addressable Memory, Pellinger, R.D., et al., IBM
Technical Disclosure Bulletin, January 1, 1978, pp.
3259-3260, IP.com No: IPCOM000068610D, IP.com
Electronic Publication: February 20, 2005
(GNET002080-2082)

January 1, 1978

Embedded Memory in System-on-Chip Design:
Architecture and Prototype Implementation, Jin, H., et
al., IEEE, pp. 141- 146, 2003 (GNET002083-2088)

May 2003

Enhancement of Memory Card Redundant Bit Usage
Via Simplified Fault Alignment Exclusion,
Implementation, Arlington, DL, IBM Technical
Disclosure Bulletin, pp. 507-509,
July 1987 (GNET002089-2090)

July 1987

27
28
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1

Publication Title

Date of Publication

2

Fast Multichip Memory System With Power Select
Signal, Blum, A, IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin,
pp. 1057-1058, Aug. 1979 (GNET002091-2092)

August 1979

Fet Ram Chip Double Density Scheme, Gray, K., IBM
Technical Disclosure Bulletin, p. 2927, Oct. 1, 1984,
IP.com No: IPCOM000043942D, IP.com Electronic
Publication: Feb. 5, 2005 (GNET002093-2095)

October 1, 1984

FPGA: take Five, www.electronicsnews.com, Aug. 26,
2002, p. 24 (GNET002096)

August 26, 2002

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

High Density Memory Selection Circuit, Yao, YL,
December 1, 1972
IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, pp. 2042-2044,
Dec. 1, 1972, IP.com No: IPCOM000078218D, IP.com
Electronic Publication:
Feb. 25, 2005 (GNET002097-2100)
High-Performance DRAMs in Workstation
Environments, Cuppu, V., IEEE Transactions On
Computers, Vol. 50, No. 11, pp. 1133-1153, Nov. 2001
(GNET002101-2120)

November 2001

IBM's S/390 G5 Microprocessor Design, Siegel, T.,
(IBM Corp.), IEEE - March-April 1999,
pp. 12-23 (GNET002121-2132)

March-April 1999

Input/Output Chip Select Doubler, Bennayoun, A, IBM April 1, 1995
Technical Disclosure Bulletin, April 1, 1995, Vol. 38,
No. 4, p. 237-240, IP.com No: IPCOM000115289D,
IP.com Electronic Publication: March 30, 2005
(GNET002133-2137)
Interface Synthesis using Memory Mapping for an
FPGA Platform, Luthra, M., Proceedings of the 21st
International Conference on Computer Design
(ICCD'03), IEEE 2003 (GNET002138-2143)

October 2003

WSI Aims Programmable MCU Peripherals At DSPs Integrated Solution Can Stand In For Two Chips,
Electronic Buyer's News, n. 927 , p. 39, 1994

1994

Logic and Decoder Arrangement for Controlling
Spill/Wrap Boundaries of a Bit-Addressable Memory
Decoder, Matick, R., IBM Technical Disclosure
Bulletin, pp 3699-3702, Dec. 1984 (GNET0021562158)

December 1984

Logic Processor for Logic Simulation Machine,
Denneau, M., IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, Vol.
25, No. 1, pp. 91-94, June 1982 (GNET002158)

June 1982

28
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1

Publication Title

Date of Publication

2

Memory Expansion Technology (MXT): Software
Support and Performance, Abali, B., IBM J. Res. &
Dev. Vol. 45, No. 2, pp. 287-300, March 2001
(GNET002160-2173)

March 2001

Method for a high-performance DRAM address
mapping mechanism, IP.com No:
IPCOM000008164D, IP.com Electronic Publication:
May 22, 2002 (GNET002174-2178)

May 22, 2002

Method For Memory Probing On A Multiple-DIMM
Bus, IP.com No: IPCOM000019063D, IP.com
Electronic Publication: August 27, 2003
(GNET002179-2181)

August 27, 2003

Method for Multiple Device Interface Testing Using A
Single Device, IP.com Electronic Publication: October
16, 2002, IP.com number: IPCOM000010054D
(GNET002182-2185)

October 16, 2002

Method of Executing Manufacturing ROM Code
Without Removing System Roms, Arroyo, RX, IBM
Technical Disclosure Bulletin, Nov. 1, 1989, pp. 479480, IP.com Electronic Publication: January 29, 2005,
IP.com No: IPCOM000037214D (GNET002186-2188)

November 1, 1989

Partial Two Way Mapping Technique, Ofek, H., IBM
Technical Disclosure Bulletin, pp. 429-430, Aug. 1969
(GNET002189-2190)

August 1969

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Planar Memory Boundary Registers with Remap
November 1993
Feature, Stelzer, K., IBM Technical Disclosure
Bulletin, pp. 627-628, Nov. 1993 (GNET002191-2192)
Program Controlled Paging Scheme for Memory
Expansion, IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, Dec. 1,
1982, p. 3865, IP.com number: IPCOM000050954D ,
IP.com Electronic Publication: February 10, 2005
(GNET002193-2195)

December 1, 1982

Programmable Memory Address Decoding For
Microprocessor Memory Devices, Paldan, D.,
Motorola Technical Disclosure Bulletin, March 1,
1983, IP.com number: IPCOM000005486D, IP.com
Electronic Publication: October 9, 2001
(GNET002196-2198)

March 1, 1983

"Programmable Logic: What's it to Ya?," How
June 1999
Programmable Logic Works, Barr, Michael, Embedded
Systems Programming, June 1999, pp. 75-84.
(GNET002122-2206)

28
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1

Publication Title

Date of Publication

2

Prototype Implementation and Evaluation of a
Multibank Embedded Memory Architecture in
Programmable Logic, Jin, H., IEEE, 2003, pp. 13-16
(GNET002207-2210)

August 2003

Read-Select Capability for Static Random-Access
Memory, Matick, R., IBM Technical Disclosure
Bulletin, pp. 6640-6642, April 1985 (GNET0022142216)

April 1985

Shuffle Your Chips For Better Performance, Plotnick,
N., PC Week - Netweek, p. 90, Aug. 17, 1998
(GNET002217)

August 17, 1998

Use Of Partially Good Memory Chips, Meyers, R.,
IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin,
Feb. 1, 1979, pp. 3582-3583, IP.com number:
IPCOM000066246D, IP.com Electronic Publication:
February 19, 2005 (GNET002233-2235)

February 1, 1979

Read Only Store Memory Extension, Kane, M., et al.,
IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, Feb. 1, 1975, pp.
2695-2696, IP.com No: IPCOM000082845D, IP.com
Electronic Publication:
Feb. 28, 2005 (GNET002211-2213)

February 1, 1975

QBM Alliance, “Quad Band Memory: DDR
200/266/333 devices producing DDR 400/533/667,”
January 23-24, 2002.

January 23-24, 2002

Miles J. Murdocca and Vincent P. Heuring, Principles
of Computer Architecture, 2000.

2000

U.S. Patent Application Publication: US
2005/0138267 A1

June 23, 2005

A Performance Comparison of Contemporary DRAM
Architectures, Cuppu, V., Proceedings of the 26th
International Symposium on Computer Architecture,
May 2-4, 1999
(GNET 002236 - 002247)

May, 1999

Micron DDR SDRAM RDIMM
MT36VDDF12872 – 1GB
MT36VDDF25672 – 2GB

2002

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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Exhibit 6
U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868 alone or in combination with other prior art invalidates U.S. Patent No. 7,619,912
under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and 35 U.S.C. § 103(a)
All cited text is taken from the following documents:
U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868 (the “‘868 Patent”) to Wong et al. entitled “Memory Expansion Module Including Multiple Memory
Banks and a Bank Control Circuit,” filed June 7, 1999 and issued July 2, 2002 (prior art to the ‘912 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b))
Summary:
Claims 1, 3, 4, 6, 8-11, 15, 18-21, 24, 25, 27-29, 31-34, 36-39, 41-45 and 50 are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 102 as anticipated by the
‘868 Patent or under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as obvious over the ‘868 Patent alone or in view of other prior art
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Claim Chart of U.S. Patent No. 7,619,912
Claim Element

Based on U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868
Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868

Claim 1. A memory
module connectable to a
computer system, the
memory module
comprising:

The ‘868 Patent discloses a memory module connectable to a computer system at
1:8-10: “This invention generally relates to memory hardware for computer
systems, and more specifically to memory expansion modules for expanding
memory in computer systems.”

a printed circuit board;

The ‘868 Patent discloses a printed circuit board.
“Turning now to FIG. 2, a diagram illustrating components associated with a
memory module 1000 is shown. In this particular embodiment, a plurality of
memory elements 1002, typically DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory)
chips, are surface mounted upon a printed circuit board (PCB) 1001.” (3:58-63)

a plurality of doubledata-rate (DDR) memory
devices mounted to the
printed circuit board, the
plurality of DDR

The ‘868 Patent discloses a plurality of memory devices mounted to the printed
circuit board.
“Turning now to FIG. 2, a diagram illustrating components associated with a
memory module 1000 is shown. In this particular embodiment, a plurality of
memory elements 1002, typically DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory)

2

Claim Element
memory devices having
a first number of DDR
memory devices
arranged in a first
number of ranks;

Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868
chips, are surface mounted upon a printed circuit board (PCB) 1001.” (3:58-63)
“Memory module 1000 includes an edge connector 1005, a lower memory bank
1022, and upper memory bank 1012, a bank control circuit 2000 and a buffer 1003.
Each memory bank includes of a plurality of memory chips 1002.” (4:15-19)
FIG. 3 shows the memory module 1000 with 18 memory devices 1002.

One of ordinary skill in the art at the time the application that matured into the ‘912
Patent was filed would understand that DRAM memory chips could comprise
double-data-rate (DDR) memory devices. For example, JEDEC Standard JESD-82
entitled “Definition of CDCV857 PLL Clock Driver for Registered DDR DIMM
Applications” was published in July 2000. (emphasis added)
FIG. 3, reproduced above, shows the memory devices arranged in two ranks, the
lower 1022, and the upper 1012. The term “rank” in the claim has the same
meaning as the term “bank” in Wong.
a circuit mounted to the
printed circuit board, the
circuit comprising a

The ‘868 Patent discloses a circuit mounted to the printed circuit board, the circuit
comprising a logic element and a register.
The logic element includes the buffer 1003 and the bank control circuit 2000. (The
3

Claim Element
logic element and a
register,

Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868
buffer 1003 is also referred to as the buffer chip 1003 and the buffer circuit 1003.)
The buffer can be considered a register because one of ordinary skill in the art
would understand that buffering is what a register does.
“Also mounted on PCB 1001 are a buffer chip 1003 . . . and a bank control circuit
2000.” (4:7-9)
“Turning now to FIG. 5, a schematic of one embodiment of the bank control circuit
2000 is shown. This particular embodiment of bank control circuit 2000 is a
programmable logic device (PLD. (sic) In this embodiment, bank control circuit
2000 comprises a plurality of AND gates 2001, NAND gates 2002, inverters 2003,
and flip-flops 2004 (D-type flip-flops in this embodiment). Bank control circuit
2000 drives multiple RAS signals for each memory bank in order to provide
sufficient signal drive strength to each of the memory chips. The operation of the
bank control circuit will be further illustrated in FIG. 6 and FIG. 7.
It should be noted that alternative embodiments of the bank control circuit are
possible using other types of electronic circuitry.” (5:10-23)

the logic element
receiving a set of input
control signals from the
computer system, the set
of input control signals
comprising at least one
row/column address
signal, bank address
signals, and at least one
chip-select signal,

The ‘868 Patent discloses the logic element receiving a set of input control signals
from the computer system, the set of input control signals comprising at least one
row/column address signal, bank address signals, and at least one chip-select
signal.
The buffer chip 1003 receives input control signals A0-A12, CAS0, and WE and
the bank control circuit 2000 receives input control signals RAS0, CAS0, and A13
from a computer system to which the memory module is connected. The RAS
signal in the ‘868 Patent is used as a chip-select signal.
“[A] memory module includes a printed circuit board with a connector edge
adapted for insertion in an expansion socket of a computer system.” (Abstract)
“Signals passing through the edge connector include data signals, address signals,
and control signals.” (3:58 –4:2)
“In the embodiment shown, buffer chip 1003 receives a plurality of address
4

Claim Element

Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868
signals, A0-A12, a CAS0 signal, and a WE signal.” (4:44-46)
“In this embodiment, bank control circuit 2000 receives input signals RAS0,
CAS0, and address signal A13.” (4:56-57)
FIG. 3, reproduced above, shows the signals as being received from the computer
system through electrical contact pads 1015. (4:19-21)

the set of input control
signals corresponding to
a second number of
DDR memory devices
arranged in a second
number of ranks, the
second number of DDR
memory devices smaller
than the first number of
DDR memory devices
and the second number
of ranks less than the
first number of ranks,

The ‘868 Patent discloses the set of input control signals corresponding to a second
number of DDR memory devices arranged in a second number of ranks, the second
number of DDR memory devices smaller than the first number of DDR memory
devices and the second number of ranks less than the first number of ranks.
The input control signals, which are received from the computer system, include 14
address signals (A0-A13) and one row access strobe (RAS) signal.
The input control signals include only one row access strobe (RAS) signal, and
therefore correspond to one rank (the second number) of memory devices. The
second number of ranks, one, is less than the first number of ranks, which is two.
“[The] presence of only one RAS and one CAS signal also limits the ability to
expand system memory, as a separate bank of memory typically requires at
minimum either a unique RAS or unique CAS signal for each bank.” (2:3-7)
“By using the bank control circuit to enable the addition of a second memory bank,
a memory expansion can be realized without the need for higher capacity memory
chips, which may result in an advantageous cost savings.” (2:33-37)
“The use of memory chips with a greater number of address inputs, and hence
higher capacity, may disproportionately increase the cost of the desired memory
expansion.” (1:62-65)
“Buffer 1003 receives . . . a plurality of address signals, shown as AX. Buffer
circuit 1003 drives a plurality of address signals AXL and AXU, which are
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Claim Element

Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868
conveyed to the lower memory bank 1022 and upper memory bank 1012,
respectively. . . . The bank control circuit 2000 is configured to receive an address
signal A13 for selecting the upper and lower bank. Address signal A13, in this
embodiment, is the most significant address bit of an address bus that is 14 bits
wide.” (4:23-37)
“Address signal A13, in this embodiment [of FIG. 3], is the most significant
address bit of an address bus that is 14 bits wide.” (4:35- 37)
The remaining address bits, A0 – A12, are designated “AX” in FIG. 3. As
illustrated in FIGS. 3, 4A and 4B, address bits A0-A12 go through the buffer 1003
and are used to address the memory devices within a rank, unlike A13, which is
used by bank control circuit 2000 to select the upper or lower rank of the memory
module 1000.

the circuit generating a
set of output control
signals in response to the
set of input control
signals, the set of output
control signals
corresponding to the first

The ‘868 Patent discloses the circuit generating a set of output control signals in
response to the set of input control signals, the set of output control signals
corresponding to the first number of DDR memory devices arranged in the first
number of ranks.
The buffer chip 1003 (which constitutes the logic element together with the bank
control circuit) generates output control signals AU0-AU12, AL0-AL12, CASU,
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Claim Element

Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868

number of DDR memory
devices arranged in the
first number of ranks,

CASL, WEU, and WEL and the bank control circuit 2000 generates output control
signals RASLX, and RASUX in response to the input control signals A0-A13,
CAS0, RAS0, and WE. These signals control and therefore correspond to all the
memory devices (the “first number of DDR memory devices arranged in the first
number of ranks”) on the module.
“FIG. 4A further illustrates an internal configuration of an embodiment of a buffer
chip 1003. In the embodiment shown, buffer chip 1003 receives a plurality of
address signals, A0-A12, a CAS0 signal, and a WE signal. The signals are passed
through buffers 1013, generating corresponding signals that will be provided to an
upper bank and a lower bank of memory chips.” (4:43-49)

“One embodiment of bank control circuit 2000 is shown in FIG. 4B. In this
embodiment, bank control circuit 2000 receives input signals RAS0, CAS0, and
address signal A13. Bank control circuit 2000 drives a plurality of RASLX and
RASUX signals to the lower and upper memory banks, respectively.” (4:55-60)
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Claim Element

wherein the circuit
further responds to a first
command signal and the
set of input control
signals from the
computer system by
generating and
transmitting a second
command signal and the
set of output control
signals to the plurality of
memory devices, the first
command signal and the
set of input control
signals corresponding to
the second number of
ranks and the second
command signal and the
set of output control
signals corresponding to
the first number of ranks;

Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868

The ‘868 Patent discloses the circuit further responding to a first command signal
and the set of input control signals from the computer system by generating and
transmitting a second command signal and the set of output control signals to the
plurality of memory devices, the first command signal and the set of input control
signals corresponding to the second number of ranks and the second command
signal and the set of output control signals corresponding to the first number of
ranks.
The signals received by the memory module 1000 from the computer system
include a WE (write) signal. (The ’912 patent identifies write and refresh signals,
among others, as command signals. See, e.g., ’912 patent, 8:45-60)
As shown in FIG. 4B, below, the Bank Control Circuit 2000 (which is part of the
logic element) receives one RAS0 signal (corresponding to one, the second number
of ranks) and generates two or more RAS signals (corresponding to two, the first
number of ranks).

In addition, the bank control circuit 2000 receives “receive a row address strobe
(RAS) signal and a column address strobe signal, and at least one address signal,
wherein said bank control circuit is configured to selectively provide at least one
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Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868
corresponding RAS output signal to either said upper bank of memory chips or said
lower bank of memory chips depending upon said address signal to thereby allow
either said lower bank of memory chips or said upper bank of memory chips to be
selectively accessed during a given memory operation” (Claim 1 of the ‘868
Patent)

and a phase-lock loop
device mounted to the
printed circuit board, the
phase-lock loop device
operatively coupled to
the plurality of DDR
memory devices, the
logic element, and the
register.

The use of a phase-lock loop device in memory modules was known to those of
ordinary skill in the art at the time of the filing of the application that matured into
the ‘912 Patent. For example, JEDEC Standard JESD-82 entitled “Definition of
CDCV857 PLL Clock Driver for Registered DDR DIMM Applications” was
published in July 2000. Furthermore, the inventor of the ‘912 Patent admitted that
“Persons skilled in the art are able to select a phase-lock loop device 50 and a
register 60 compatible with embodiments described herein.” ‘912 Patent at 5:4245.

Claim 3. The memory
module of claim 1,
wherein the set of input
control signals comprises
a first number of chipselect signals and
wherein the set of output
control signals comprises
a second number of chipselect signals greater
than the first number of
chip-select signals.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the set of input control signals comprising a first number
of chip-select signals and wherein the set of output control signals comprises a
second number of chip-select signals greater than the first number of chip-select
signals.
The input control signals, which are received from the computer system, include 14
address signals (A0-A13) and one row access strobe (RAS) signal. The RAS
signal is used as the chip-select signal.
“The use of memory chips with a greater number of address inputs, and hence
higher capacity, may disproportionately increase the cost of the desired memory
expansion.” (1:62-65)
“Buffer 1003 receives . . . a plurality of address signals, shown as AX. Buffer
circuit 1003 drives a plurality of address signals AXL and AXU, which are
conveyed to the lower memory bank 1022 and upper memory bank 1012,
respectively. . . . The bank control circuit 2000 is configured to receive an address
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Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868
signal A13 for selecting the upper and lower bank. Address signal A13, in this
embodiment, is the most significant address bit of an address bus that is 14 bits
wide.” (4:23- 37)
The remaining address bits, A0 – A12, are designated “AX” in FIG. 3. As
illustrated in FIGS. 3, 4A and 4B, address bits A0-A12 go through the buffer 1003
and are used to address the memory devices within a rank, unlike A13, which is
used by bank control circuit 2000 to select the upper or lower rank of the memory
module 1000.

Claim 4. The memory
module of claim 3,
wherein the first number
of chip-select signals is
two and the second
number of chip-select
signals is four.

As discussed above in connection claim 1, the ‘868 Patent discloses an
embodiment where the first number of chip-select signals is one and the second
number of chip-select signals is two. One of ordinary skill in the art would
understand that the first number of chip-select signals being two and the second
number of chip-select signals being four was within the scope of the ‘868
invention.
“While the present invention has been described with reference to particular
embodiments, it will be understood that the embodiments are illustrative and that
the invention scope is not so limited. Any variations, modifications, additions, and
improvements to the embodiments described are possible. These variations,
modifications, additions, and improvements may fall within the scope of the
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Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868
inventions as detailed within the following claims.” (6:4-11)

6. The memory module
of claim 1, wherein the
logic element comprises
an application-specific
integrated circuit, a fieldprogrammable gate
array, a custom-designed
semiconductor device, or
a complex
programmable-logic
device.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the logic element comprising an application-specific
integrated circuit, a field-programmable gate array, a custom-designed
semiconductor device, or a complex programmable-logic device.

9. The memory module
of claim 1, wherein the
register comprises a
plurality of register
devices.

The inventor of the ‘912 Patent admitted that one of ordinary skill in the art would
know how to select a register that comprised a plurality of register devices at 5:4245: “Persons skilled in the art are able to select a phase-lock loop device 50 and a
register 60 compatible with embodiments described herein.”

10. The memory module
of claim 1, wherein the
plurality of DDR
memory devices is
arranged as a first set of
DDR memory devices
on a first side of the
printed circuit board, a
second set of DDR
memory devices on the
first side of the printed
circuit board, a third set
of DDR memory devices

The ‘868 Patent discloses the plurality of DDR memory devices being arranged as
a first set of DDR memory devices on a first side of the printed circuit board, a
second set of DDR memory devices on the first side of the printed circuit board, a
third set of DDR memory devices on a second side of the printed circuit board, and
a fourth set of DDR memory devices on the second side of the printed circuit
board, the DDR memory devices of the second set spaced from the DDR memory
devices of the first set, the DDR memory devices of the fourth set spaced from the
DDR memory devices of the third set.

“In this embodiment, the bank control circuit is a programmable logic device
(PLD), although this circuit may be implemented in other forms for different
embodiments.” 2:41-44.

Figure 2 shows memory chips 1002 arranged on the first and second sides of a
printed circuit board.
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Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868

on a second side of the
printed circuit board, and
a fourth set of DDR
memory devices on the
second side of the
printed circuit board, the
DDR memory devices of
the second set spaced
from the DDR memory
devices of the first set,
the DDR memory
devices of the fourth set
spaced from the DDR
Figure 3 of the ‘868 Patent reproduced below shows one side of a printed circuit
memory devices of the
board with the second set of memory devices (upper bank 1012) spaced from the
third set.
first set of memory devices (lower bank 1022). One of ordinary skill in the art
would understand that the memory devices on the second side of the printed circuit
board shown in Figure 2 could be arranged in the same way as the memory devices
on the first side of the printed circuit board.
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Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868

11. The memory module
of claim 10, wherein the
DDR memory devices of
the second set are spaced
from the DDR memory
devices of the first set in
a direction along the first
side and the memory
devices of the fourth set
are spaced from the
memory devices of the
third set in a direction
along the second side.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the DDR memory devices of the second set being spaced
from the DDR memory devices of the first set in a direction along the first side and
the memory devices of the fourth set are spaced from the memory devices of the
third set in a direction along the second side.

15. A memory module
connectable to a
computer system, the
memory module
comprising:

The ‘868 Patent discloses a memory module connectable to a computer system at
1:8-10: “This invention generally relates to memory hardware for computer
systems, and more specifically to memory expansion modules for expanding
memory in computer systems.”

a printed circuit board;

The ‘868 Patent discloses a printed circuit board.

See figure 3 reproduced below with the direction shown by the red arrow (added)

“Turning now to FIG. 2, a diagram illustrating components associated with a
memory module 1000 is shown. In this particular embodiment, a plurality of
memory elements 1002, typically DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory)
chips, are surface mounted upon a printed circuit board (PCB) 1001.” (3:58-63)
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a plurality of doubledata-rate (DDR) memory
devices coupled to the
printed circuit board, the
plurality of DDR
memory devices having
a first number of DDR
memory devices
arranged in a first
number of ranks;

Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868

The ‘868 Patent discloses a plurality of memory devices mounted to the printed
circuit board.
“Turning now to FIG. 2, a diagram illustrating components associated with a
memory module 1000 is shown. In this particular embodiment, a plurality of
memory elements 1002, typically DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory)
chips, are surface mounted upon a printed circuit board (PCB) 1001.” (3:58-63)
“Memory module 1000 includes an edge connector 1005, a lower memory bank
1022, and upper memory bank 1012, a bank control circuit 2000 and a buffer 1003.
Each memory bank includes of a plurality of memory chips 1002.” (4:15-19)
FIG. 3 shows the memory module 1000 with 18 memory devices 1002.

14
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One of ordinary skill in the art at the time the application that matured into the ‘912
Patent was filed would understand that DRAM memory chips could comprise
double-data-rate (DDR) memory devices. For example, JEDEC Standard JESD-82
entitled “Definition of CDCV857 PLL Clock Driver for Registered DDR DIMM
Applications” was published in July 2000. (emphasis added)
FIG. 3, reproduced above, shows the memory devices arranged in two ranks, the
lower 1022, and the upper 1012. The term “rank” in the claim has the same
meaning as the term “bank” in Wong.
a circuit coupled to the
printed circuit board, the
circuit comprising a
logic element and a
register,

The ‘868 Patent discloses a circuit coupled to the printed circuit board, the circuit
comprising a logic element and a register.
The logic element includes the buffer 1003 and the bank control circuit 2000. (The
buffer 1003 is also referred to as the buffer chip 1003 and the buffer circuit 1003.)
The buffer can be considered a register because one of ordinary skill in the art
would understand that buffering is what a register does.
“Also mounted on PCB 1001 are a buffer chip 1003 . . . and a bank control circuit
2000.” (4:7-9)
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Disclosure of U.S. Patent No. 6,414,868
“Turning now to FIG. 5, a schematic of one embodiment of the bank control circuit
2000 is shown. This particular embodiment of bank control circuit 2000 is a
programmable logic device (PLD. (sic) In this embodiment, bank control circuit
2000 comprises a plurality of AND gates 2001, NAND gates 2002, inverters 2003,
and flip-flops 2004 (D-type flip-flops in this embodiment). Bank control circuit
2000 drives multiple RAS signals for each memory bank in order to provide
sufficient signal drive strength to each of the memory chips. The operation of the
bank control circuit will be further illustrated in FIG. 6 and FIG. 7.
It should be noted that alternative embodiments of the bank control circuit are
possible using other types of electronic circuitry.” (5:10-23)

the logic element
receiving a set of input
signals from the
computer system, the set
of input signals
comprising at least one
row/column address
signal, bank address
signals, and at least one
chip-select signal,

The ‘868 Patent discloses the logic element receiving a set of input control signals
from the computer system, the set of input control signals comprising at least one
row/column address signal, bank address signals, and at least one chip-select
signal.
The buffer chip 1003 receives input control signals A0-A12, CAS0, and WE and
the bank control circuit 2000 receives input control signals RAS0, CAS0, and A13
from a computer system to which the memory module is connected. The RAS
signal in the ‘868 Patent is used as a chip-select signal.
“[A] memory module includes a printed circuit board with a connector edge
adapted for insertion in an expansion socket of a computer system.” (Abstract)
“Signals passing through the edge connector include data signals, address signals,
and control signals.” (3:58 –4:2)
“In the embodiment shown, buffer chip 1003 receives a plurality of address
signals, A0-A12, a CAS0 signal, and a WE signal.” (4:44-46)
“In this embodiment, bank control circuit 2000 receives input signals RAS0,
CAS0, and address signal A13.” (4:56-57)
FIG. 3, reproduced above, shows the signals as being received from the computer
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system through electrical contact pads 1015. (4:19-21)

the set of input signals
configured to control a
second number of DDR
memory devices
arranged in a second
number of ranks, the
second number of DDR
memory devices smaller
than the first number of
DDR memory devices
and the second number
of ranks less than the
first number of ranks,

The ‘868 Patent discloses the set of input signals configured to control a second
number of DDR memory devices arranged in a second number of ranks, the second
number of DDR memory devices smaller than the first number of DDR memory
devices and the second number of ranks less than the first number of ranks.
The input control signals, which are received from the computer system, include 14
address signals (A0-A13) and one row access strobe (RAS) signal.
The input control signals include only one row access strobe (RAS) signal, and
therefore correspond to one rank (the second number) of memory devices. The
second number of ranks, one, is less than the first number of ranks, which is two.
“[The] presence of only one RAS and one CAS signal also limits the ability to
expand system memory, as a separate bank of memory typically requires at
minimum either a unique RAS or unique CAS signal for each bank.” (2:3-7)
“By using the bank control circuit to enable the addition of a second memory bank,
a memory expansion can be realized without the need for higher capacity memory
chips, which may result in an advantageous cost savings.” (2:33-37)
“The use of memory chips with a greater number of address inputs, and hence
higher capacity, may disproportionately increase the cost of the desired memory
expansion.” (1:62-65)
“Buffer 1003 receives . . . a plurality of address signals, shown as AX. Buffer
circuit 1003 drives a plurality of address signals AXL and AXU, which are
conveyed to the lower memory bank 1022 and upper memory bank 1012,
respectively. . . . The bank control circuit 2000 is configured to receive an address
signal A13 for selecting the upper and lower bank. Address signal A13, in this
embodiment, is the most significant address bit of an address bus that is 14 bits
wide.” (4:23-37)
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“Address signal A13, in this embodiment [of FIG. 3], is the most significant
address bit of an address bus that is 14 bits wide.” (4:35- 37)
The remaining address bits, A0 – A12, are designated “AX” in FIG. 3. As
illustrated in FIGS. 3, 4A and 4B, address bits A0-A12 go through the buffer 1003
and are used to address the memory devices within a rank, unlike A13, which is
used by bank control circuit 2000 to select the upper or lower rank of the memory
module 1000.

the circuit generating a
set of output signals in
response to the set of
input signals, the set of
output signals configured
to control the first
number of DDR memory
devices arranged in the
first number of ranks,

The ‘868 Patent discloses the circuit generating a set of output control signals in
response to the set of input control signals, the set of output control signals
corresponding to the first number of DDR memory devices arranged in the first
number of ranks.
The buffer chip 1003 (which constitutes the logic element together with the bank
control circuit) generates output control signals AU0-AU12, AL0-AL12, CASU,
CASL, WEU, and WEL and the bank control circuit 2000 generates output control
signals RASLX, and RASUX in response to the input control signals A0-A13,
CAS0, RAS0, and WE. These signals control and therefore correspond to all the
memory devices (the “first number of DDR memory devices arranged in the first
number of ranks”) on the module.
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“FIG. 4A further illustrates an internal configuration of an embodiment of a buffer
chip 1003. In the embodiment shown, buffer chip 1003 receives a plurality of
address signals, A0-A12, a CAS0 signal, and a WE signal. The signals are passed
through buffers 1013, generating corresponding signals that will be provided to an
upper bank and a lower bank of memory chips.” (4:43-49)

“One embodiment of bank control circuit 2000 is shown in FIG. 4B. In this
embodiment, bank control circuit 2000 receives input signals RAS0, CAS0, and
address signal A13. Bank control circuit 2000 drives a plurality of RASLX and
RASUX signals to the lower and upper memory banks, respectively.” (4:55-60)

wherein the circuit
further responds to a

The ‘868 Patent discloses the circuit further responding to a command signal and
the set of input signals from the computer system by selecting one or two ranks of
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command signal and the
set of input signals from
the computer system by
selecting one or two
ranks of the first number
of ranks and transmitting
the command signal to at
least one DDR memory
device of the selected
one or two ranks of the
first number of ranks;

the first number of ranks and transmitting the command signal to at least one DDR
memory device of the selected one or two ranks of the first number of ranks.
The signals received by the memory module 1000 from the computer system
include a WE (write) signal. (The ’912 patent identifies write and refresh signals,
among others, as command signals. See, e.g., ’912 patent, 8:45-60)
As shown in FIG. 4B, below, the Bank Control Circuit 2000 (which is part of the
logic element) receives one RAS0 signal (corresponding to one, the second number
of ranks) and generates two or more RAS signals (corresponding to two, the first
number of ranks).

In addition, the bank control circuit 2000 receives “receive a row address strobe
(RAS) signal and a column address strobe signal, and at least one address signal,
wherein said bank control circuit is configured to selectively provide at least one
corresponding RAS output signal to either said upper bank of memory chips or said
lower bank of memory chips depending upon said address signal to thereby allow
either said lower bank of memory chips or said upper bank of memory chips to be
selectively accessed during a given memory operation” (Claim 1 of the ‘868
Patent)
and a phase-lock loop
device coupled to the
printed circuit board, the
phase-lock loop device
operatively coupled to
the plurality of DDR

The use of a phase-lock loop device in memory modules was known to those of
ordinary skill in the art at the time of the filing of the application that matured into
the ‘912 Patent. For example, JEDEC Standard JESD-82 entitled “Definition of
CDCV857 PLL Clock Driver for Registered DDR DIMM Applications” was
published in July 2000. Furthermore, the inventor of the ‘912 Patent admitted that
“Persons skilled in the art are able to select a phase-lock loop device 50 and a
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memory devices, the
logic element, and the
register.

register 60 compatible with embodiments described herein.” ‘912 Patent at 5:4245.

18. The memory module
of claim 15, wherein the
command signal is
transmitted to two ranks
of the first number of
ranks at a time.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the command signal being transmitted to two ranks of
the first number of ranks at a time.

19. The memory module
of claim 18, wherein the
command signal
comprises a refresh
command signal.

The ‘868 patent discloses the command signal comprising a refresh command
signal.

20. The memory module
of claim 18, wherein the
command signal is
transmitted to the two
ranks of the first number
of ranks concurrently.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the command signal being transmitted to the two ranks
of the first number of ranks concurrently.

22. The memory module
of claim 15, wherein the
command signal
comprises a read
command signal or a
write command signal,
the set of input signals
comprises a density bit
which is a row address

“WEL and WEU are write enable signals driven by buffer 1003 to a lower memory
bank 1022 and an upper memory bank 1012, respectively. CASL and CASU are
CAS signals driven by buffer 1003 to the lower memory bank 1022 and upper
memory bank 1012, respectively.” (4:28-33)

“The bank control circuit is further configured to drive RAS signals to both banks
simultaneously during CBR (CAS before RAS) refresh operations, which occur
when a CAS signal is asserted before a RAS signal.” (Abstract) (emphasis added)

“The bank control circuit is further configured to drive RAS signals to both
banks simultaneously during CBR (CAS before RAS) refresh operations, which
occur when a CAS signal is asserted before a RAS signal.” (Abstract) (emphasis
added)
The ‘868 Patent discloses the command signal comprising a read command signal
or a write command signal, the set of input signals comprising a density bit which
is a row address bit, and the circuit being configured to store the row address bit
during an activate command for a selected bank.
“3. The memory module as recited in claim 2, wherein said connector edge
includes contact pads for receiving control signals, said control signals comprising
at least one column address strobe (CAS) signal, at least one row address strobe
(RAS) signal, and at least one write enable (WE) signal.
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bit, and the circuit is
configured to store the
row address bit during an
activate command for a
selected bank.

4. The memory module as recited in claim 3, wherein said electrical signals include
address signals, and, wherein said address signals form an address bus, and,
wherein said address bus is at least 14 bits wide.” (Claims 3 and 4)
“When the bank control circuit is in an idle state, receiving a RAS signal will cause
a memory access operation to begin. The bank of memory to be selected will
depend on the logic level of the address input to the bank control circuit. The bank
control circuit will then drive RAS signals to the selected memory bank, allowing a
row address to be selected. When the memory chips of the selected bank receive a
CAS signal, the column address is selected, and the requested memory address is
accessed.” (2:47-55)

24. The memory module
of claim 15, wherein the
logic element comprises
an application-specific
integrated circuit, a fieldprogrammable gate
array, a custom-designed
semiconductor device, or
a complex
programmable-logic
device.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the logic element comprising an application-specific
integrated circuit, a field-programmable gate array, a custom-designed
semiconductor device, or a complex programmable-logic device.

25. The memory module
of claim 15, wherein the
set of input signals
comprises a plurality of
row/column address
signals received and
buffered by the register
and sent from the

The ‘868 Patent discloses the set of input signals comprising a plurality of
row/column address signals received and buffered by the register and sent from the
register to the plurality of DDR memory devices.

“In this embodiment, the bank control circuit is a programmable logic device
(PLD), although this circuit may be implemented in other forms for different
embodiments.” 2:41-44.

“When the bank control circuit is in an idle state, receiving a RAS signal will cause
a memory access operation to begin. The bank of memory to be selected will
depend on the logic level of the address input to the bank control circuit. The bank
control circuit will then drive RAS signals to the selected memory bank, allowing a
row address to be selected. When the memory chips of the selected bank receive a
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CAS signal, the column address is selected, and the requested memory address is
accessed.” (2:47-55)
“Buffer 1003 receives signals WE (write enable), CAS0 (Column Address Strobe
0), and a plurality of address signals, shown as AX. Buffer circuit 1003 drives a
plurality of address signals AXL and AXU, which are conveyed to the lower
memory bank 1022 and upper memory bank 1012, respectively. WEL and WEU
are write enable signals driven by buffer 1003 to a lower memory bank 1022 and
an upper memory bank 1012, respectively. CASL and CASU are CAS signals
driven by buffer 1003 to the lower memory bank 1022 and upper memory bank
1012, respectively.” (4:23-30)

28. A memory module
connectable to a
computer system, the
memory module
comprising:

The ‘868 Patent discloses a memory module connectable to a computer system at
1:8-10: “This invention generally relates to memory hardware for computer
systems, and more specifically to memory expansion modules for expanding
memory in computer systems.”

a printed circuit board;

The ‘868 Patent discloses a printed circuit board.
“Turning now to FIG. 2, a diagram illustrating components associated with a
memory module 1000 is shown. In this particular embodiment, a plurality of
memory elements 1002, typically DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory)
chips, are surface mounted upon a printed circuit board (PCB) 1001.” (3:58-63)
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dynamic random-access
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plurality of DDR DRAM
devices having a first
number of DDR DRAM
devices arranged in a
first number of ranks;
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The ‘868 Patent discloses a plurality of memory devices mounted to the printed
circuit board.
“Turning now to FIG. 2, a diagram illustrating components associated with a
memory module 1000 is shown. In this particular embodiment, a plurality of
memory elements 1002, typically DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory)
chips, are surface mounted upon a printed circuit board (PCB) 1001.” (3:58-63)
“Memory module 1000 includes an edge connector 1005, a lower memory bank
1022, and upper memory bank 1012, a bank control circuit 2000 and a buffer 1003.
Each memory bank includes of a plurality of memory chips 1002.” (4:15-19)
FIG. 3 shows the memory module 1000 with 18 memory devices 1002.
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One of ordinary skill in the art at the time the application that matured into the ‘912
Patent was filed would understand that DRAM memory chips could comprise
double-data-rate (DDR) memory devices. For example, JEDEC Standard JESD-82
entitled “Definition of CDCV857 PLL Clock Driver for Registered DDR DIMM
Applications” was published in July 2000. (emphasis added)
FIG. 3, reproduced above, shows the memory devices arranged in two ranks, the
lower 1022, and the upper 1012. The term “rank” in the claim has the same
meaning as the term “bank” in Wong.
a circuit coupled to the
printed circuit board, the
circuit comprising a
logic element and a
register,

The ‘868 Patent discloses a circuit coupled to the printed circuit board, the circuit
comprising a logic element and a register.
The logic element includes the buffer 1003 and the bank control circuit 2000. (The
buffer 1003 is also referred to as the buffer chip 1003 and the buffer circuit 1003.)
The buffer can be considered a register because one of ordinary skill in the art
would understand that buffering is what a register does.
“Also mounted on PCB 1001 are a buffer chip 1003 . . . and a bank control circuit
2000.” (4:7-9)
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“Turning now to FIG. 5, a schematic of one embodiment of the bank control circuit
2000 is shown. This particular embodiment of bank control circuit 2000 is a
programmable logic device (PLD. (sic) In this embodiment, bank control circuit
2000 comprises a plurality of AND gates 2001, NAND gates 2002, inverters 2003,
and flip-flops 2004 (D-type flip-flops in this embodiment). Bank control circuit
2000 drives multiple RAS signals for each memory bank in order to provide
sufficient signal drive strength to each of the memory chips. The operation of the
bank control circuit will be further illustrated in FIG. 6 and FIG. 7.
It should be noted that alternative embodiments of the bank control circuit are
possible using other types of electronic circuitry.” (5:10-23)

the logic element
receiving a set of input
control signals from the
computer system, the set
of input control signals
comprising a
row/column address
signal, bank address
signals, a chip-select
signal, and an input
command signal,

The ‘868 Patent discloses the logic element receiving a set of input control signals
from the computer system, the set of input control signals comprising at least one
row/column address signal, bank address signals, a chip-select signal, and an input
command signal.
The buffer chip 1003 receives input control signals A0-A12, CAS0, and WE and
the bank control circuit 2000 receives input control signals RAS0, CAS0, and A13
from a computer system to which the memory module is connected. The RAS
signal in the ‘868 Patent is used as a chip-select signal.
“[A] memory module includes a printed circuit board with a connector edge
adapted for insertion in an expansion socket of a computer system.” (Abstract)
“Signals passing through the edge connector include data signals, address signals,
and control signals.” (3:58 –4:2)
“In the embodiment shown, buffer chip 1003 receives a plurality of address
signals, A0-A12, a CAS0 signal, and a WE signal.” (4:44-46)
“In this embodiment, bank control circuit 2000 receives input signals RAS0,
CAS0, and address signal A13.” (4:56-57)
FIG. 3, reproduced above, shows the signals as being received from the computer
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system through electrical contact pads 1015. (4:19-21)

the set of input control
signals configured to
control a second number
of DDR DRAM devices
arranged in a second
number of ranks, the
second number of DDR
DRAM devices smaller
than the first number of
DDR DRAM devices,
the second number of
ranks smaller than the
first number of ranks,

The ‘868 Patent discloses the set of input control signals configured to control a
second number of DDR DRAM devices arranged in a second number of ranks, the
second number of DDR DRAM devices smaller than the first number of DDR
DRAM devices, the second number of ranks smaller than the first number of ranks.
The input control signals, which are received from the computer system, include 14
address signals (A0-A13) and one row access strobe (RAS) signal.
The input control signals include only one row access strobe (RAS) signal, and
therefore correspond to one rank (the second number) of memory devices. The
second number of ranks, one, is less than the first number of ranks, which is two.
“[The] presence of only one RAS and one CAS signal also limits the ability to
expand system memory, as a separate bank of memory typically requires at
minimum either a unique RAS or unique CAS signal for each bank.” (2:3-7)
“By using the bank control circuit to enable the addition of a second memory bank,
a memory expansion can be realized without the need for higher capacity memory
chips, which may result in an advantageous cost savings.” (2:33-37)
“The use of memory chips with a greater number of address inputs, and hence
higher capacity, may disproportionately increase the cost of the desired memory
expansion.” (1:62-65)
“Buffer 1003 receives . . . a plurality of address signals, shown as AX. Buffer
circuit 1003 drives a plurality of address signals AXL and AXU, which are
conveyed to the lower memory bank 1022 and upper memory bank 1012,
respectively. . . . The bank control circuit 2000 is configured to receive an address
signal A13 for selecting the upper and lower bank. Address signal A13, in this
embodiment, is the most significant address bit of an address bus that is 14 bits
wide.” (4:23-37)
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“Address signal A13, in this embodiment [of FIG. 3], is the most significant
address bit of an address bus that is 14 bits wide.” (4:35- 37)
The remaining address bits, A0 – A12, are designated “AX” in FIG. 3. As
illustrated in FIGS. 3, 4A and 4B, address bits A0-A12 go through the buffer 1003
and are used to address the memory devices within a rank, unlike A13, which is
used by bank control circuit 2000 to select the upper or lower rank of the memory
module 1000.

the circuit generating a
set of output control
signals in response to the
set of input control
signals, the set of output
control signals
comprising an output
command signal, the set
of output control signals
configured to control the
first number of DDR
DRAM devices arranged

The ‘868 Patent discloses the circuit generating a set of output control signals in
response to the set of input control signals, the set of output control signals
comprising an output command signal, the set of output control signals configured
to control the first number of DDR DRAM devices arranged in the first number of
ranks.
The buffer chip 1003 (which constitutes the logic element together with the bank
control circuit) generates output control signals AU0-AU12, AL0-AL12, CASU,
CASL, WEU, and WEL and the bank control circuit 2000 generates output control
signals RASLX, and RASUX in response to the input control signals A0-A13,
CAS0, RAS0, and WE. These signals control and therefore correspond to all the
memory devices (the “first number of DDR memory devices arranged in the first
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number of ranks”) on the module.
“FIG. 4A further illustrates an internal configuration of an embodiment of a buffer
chip 1003. In the embodiment shown, buffer chip 1003 receives a plurality of
address signals, A0-A12, a CAS0 signal, and a WE signal. The signals are passed
through buffers 1013, generating corresponding signals that will be provided to an
upper bank and a lower bank of memory chips.” (4:43-49)

“One embodiment of bank control circuit 2000 is shown in FIG. 4B. In this
embodiment, bank control circuit 2000 receives input signals RAS0, CAS0, and
address signal A13. Bank control circuit 2000 drives a plurality of RASLX and
RASUX signals to the lower and upper memory banks, respectively.” (4:55-60)

wherein the circuit

The ‘868 Patent discloses the circuit further responding to the set of input control
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further responds to the
set of input control
signals from the
computer system by
selecting at least one
rank of the first number
of ranks and transmitting
the set of output control
signals to at least one
DDR DRAM device of
the selected at least one
rank;

signals from the computer system by selecting at least one rank of the first number
of ranks and transmitting the set of output control signals to at least one DDR
DRAM device of the selected at least one rank.
The signals received by the memory module 1000 from the computer system
include a WE (write) signal. (The ’912 patent identifies write and refresh signals,
among others, as command signals. See, e.g., ’912 patent, 8:44-60)
As shown in FIG. 4B, below, the Bank Control Circuit 2000 (which is part of the
logic element) receives one RAS0 signal (corresponding to one, the second number
of ranks) and generates two or more RAS signals (corresponding to two, the first
number of ranks).

In addition, the bank control circuit 2000 receives “receive a row address strobe
(RAS) signal and a column address strobe signal, and at least one address signal,
wherein said bank control circuit is configured to selectively provide at least one
corresponding RAS output signal to either said upper bank of memory chips or said
lower bank of memory chips depending upon said address signal to thereby allow
either said lower bank of memory chips or said upper bank of memory chips to be
selectively accessed during a given memory operation” (Claim 1 of the ‘868
Patent)
and a phase-lock loop
device coupled to the
printed circuit board, the
phase-lock loop device
operatively coupled to

The use of a phase-lock loop device in memory modules was known to those of
ordinary skill in the art at the time of the filing of the application that matured into
the ‘912 Patent. For example, JEDEC Standard JESD-82 entitled “Definition of
CDCV857 PLL Clock Driver for Registered DDR DIMM Applications” was
published in July 2000. Furthermore, the inventor of the ‘912 Patent admitted that
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the plurality of DDR
DRAM devices, the
logic element, and the
register.

“Persons skilled in the art are able to select a phase-lock loop device 50 and a
register 60 compatible with embodiments described herein.” ‘912 Patent at 5:4245.

29. The memory module
of claim 28, wherein the
logic element comprises
an application-specific
integrated circuit, a fieldprogrammable gate
array, a custom-designed
semiconductor device, or
a complex
programmable-logic
device.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the logic element comprising an application-specific
integrated circuit, a field-programmable gate array, a custom-designed
semiconductor device, or a complex programmable-logic device.

31. The memory module
of claim 28, wherein the
set of input control
signals comprises fewer
chip-select signals than
does the set of output
control signals.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the set of input control signals comprising fewer chipselect signals than does the set of output control signals.

“In this embodiment, the bank control circuit is a programmable logic device
(PLD), although this circuit may be implemented in other forms for different
embodiments.” 2:41-44.

The RAS signal is an input control chip-select signal that comes into the bank
control circuit. The RASU signal is an output control chip-select signal from the
bank control circuit. As shown in the emphasized areas below, one RAS signal
generates multiple RASU signals.
“Operation of one embodiment of the bank control circuit is further illustrated with
a state diagram in FIG. 7. When no memory access operations or refresh cycles are
occurring, the bank control circuit is in an idle state 3001. When the bank control
circuit receives an active low RAS signal, a memory access operation is initiated.
Selection of the particular bank is dependent upon the state of address signal A13.
For example, if A13 is a logic 0, the upper bank will be selected. The bank
control circuit will transition to state 3021 and drive RASU signals to DRAM
chips in the upper bank. When the DRAM chips of the upper bank receive the
RAS signals, a row address is selected based on the address signals driven to them.
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When the active low CAS signal is asserted, the system will transition to state
3022, where a column address is selected. The data from the upper bank is then
active. At the end of the memory cycle, both the CAS and RAS signals are
deasserted, and the system returns to idle state 3001. The sequence is identical,
with the exception of the state A13, for lower bank access.”

32. The memory module
of claim 31, wherein the
set of input control
signals comprises two
chip-select signals and
the set of output control
signals comprises four
chip-select signals.

One of ordinary skill in the art would understand that in the invention of the ‘868
Patent, the set of input control signals could comprise two chip-select signals at the
same time the set of output control signals comprised four chip-select signals.

34. The memory module
of claim 28, wherein the
first number of ranks is
four and the second
number of ranks is two.

One of ordinary skill in the art would understand that in the invention of the ‘868
Patent, the first number of ranks could be four and the second number of ranks
could be two.

36. The memory module
of claim 28, wherein the
input command signal is
a refresh signal and the
output command signal
is a refresh signal.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the input command signal being a refresh signal and the
output command signal being a refresh signal.

“While the present invention has been described with reference to particular
embodiments, it will be understood that the embodiments are illustrative and that
the invention scope is not so limited. Any variations, modifications, additions, and
improvements to the embodiments described are possible. These variations,
modifications, additions, and improvements may fall within the scope of the
inventions as detailed within the following claims.” (6:4-11)

“While the present invention has been described with reference to particular
embodiments, it will be understood that the embodiments are illustrative and that
the invention scope is not so limited. Any variations, modifications, additions, and
improvements to the embodiments described are possible. These variations,
modifications, additions, and improvements may fall within the scope of the
inventions as detailed within the following claims.” (6:4-11)

“The bank control circuit is further configured to drive RAS signals to both banks
simultaneously during CBR (CAS before RAS) refresh operations, which occur
when a CAS signal is asserted before a RAS signal.” (Abstract)
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37. The memory module
of claim 28, wherein the
input command signal is
a precharge signal and
the output command
signal is a precharge
signal.

One of ordinary skill in the art at the time of filing of the application that matured
into the ‘912 Patent would understand that the input command signal could be a
precharge signal and the output command signal could be a precharge signal.

38. The memory module
of claim 28, wherein the
input command signal is
a read signal or a write
signal and the output
command signal is a read
signal or a write signal.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the input command signal being a read signal or a write
signal and the output command signal being a read signal or a write signal.
“Buffer 1003 receives signals WE (write enable), CAS0 (Column Address Strobe
0), and a plurality of address signals, shown as AX. Buffer circuit 1003 drives a
plurality of address signals AXL and AXU, which are conveyed to the lower
memory bank 1022 and upper memory bank 1012, respectively. WEL and WEU
are write enable signals driven by buffer 1003 to a lower memory bank 1022
and an upper memory bank 1012, respectively.” (4:23-30)

39. A memory module
connectable to a
computer system, the
memory module
comprising:

The ‘868 Patent discloses a memory module connectable to a computer system at
1:8-10: “This invention generally relates to memory hardware for computer
systems, and more specifically to memory expansion modules for expanding
memory in computer systems.”

a printed circuit board
having a first side and a
second side;

The ‘868 Patent discloses a printed circuit board having a first side and a second
side.
“Turning now to FIG. 2, a diagram illustrating components associated with a
memory module 1000 is shown. In this particular embodiment, a plurality of
memory elements 1002, typically DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory)
chips, are surface mounted upon a printed circuit board (PCB) 1001.” (3:58-63)
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“The circuit boards used to implement SIMMs and DIMMs include an edge
connector comprising a plurality of contact pads, with contact pads typically being
present on both sides of the circuit board.” (1:18-21) (emphasis added)
a plurality of doubledata-rate (DDR) memory
devices mounted to the
printed circuit board,
each DDR memory
device comprising one or
more banks, the plurality
of DDR memory devices
arranged in two or more
ranks which are
selectable by a first
number of chip-select
signals;

The ‘868 Patent discloses a plurality of memory devices mounted to the printed
circuit board.
“Turning now to FIG. 2, a diagram illustrating components associated with a
memory module 1000 is shown. In this particular embodiment, a plurality of
memory elements 1002, typically DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory)
chips, are surface mounted upon a printed circuit board (PCB) 1001.” (3:58-63)
“Memory module 1000 includes an edge connector 1005, a lower memory bank
1022, and upper memory bank 1012, a bank control circuit 2000 and a buffer 1003.
Each memory bank includes of a plurality of memory chips 1002.” (4:15-19)
The RAS signal in the ‘868 Patent is used as a chip-select signal.
“One embodiment of bank control circuit 2000 is shown in FIG. 4B. In this
embodiment, bank control circuit 2000 receives input signals RAS0, CAS0, and
address signal A13. Bank control circuit 2000 drives a plurality of RASLX and
RASUX signals to the lower and upper memory banks, respectively. Depending on
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the combination of inputs received by bank control circuit 2000, either the RASUX
or RASLX signal groups can be asserted exclusively for memory access
operations.” (4:55-63)
FIG. 3 shows the memory module 1000 with 18 memory devices 1002.

One of ordinary skill in the art at the time the application that matured into the ‘912
Patent was filed would understand that DRAM memory chips could comprise
double-data-rate (DDR) memory devices. For example, JEDEC Standard JESD-82
entitled “Definition of CDCV857 PLL Clock Driver for Registered DDR DIMM
Applications” was published in July 2000. (emphasis added)
FIG. 3, reproduced above, shows the memory devices arranged in two ranks, the
lower 1022, and the upper 1012. The term “rank” in the claim has the same
meaning as the term “bank” in Wong.
and at least one
integrated circuit
element mounted to the
printed circuit board, the
at least one integrated

The ‘868 Patent discloses at least one integrated circuit element mounted to the
printed circuit board, the at least one integrated circuit element comprising a logic
element, a register, and a phase-lock loop device operationally coupled to the
plurality of DDR memory devices, the logic element, and the register.
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circuit element
comprising a logic
element, a register, and a
phase-lock loop device
operationally coupled to
the plurality of DDR
memory devices, the
logic element, and the
register,

The logic element includes the buffer 1003 and the bank control circuit 2000. (The
buffer 1003 is also referred to as the buffer chip 1003 and the buffer circuit 1003.)
The buffer can be considered a register because one of ordinary skill in the art
would understand that buffering is what a register does.
“Also mounted on PCB 1001 are a buffer chip 1003 . . . and a bank control circuit
2000.” (4:7-9)
“Turning now to FIG. 5, a schematic of one embodiment of the bank control circuit
2000 is shown. This particular embodiment of bank control circuit 2000 is a
programmable logic device (PLD. (sic) In this embodiment, bank control circuit
2000 comprises a plurality of AND gates 2001, NAND gates 2002, inverters 2003,
and flip-flops 2004 (D-type flip-flops in this embodiment). Bank control circuit
2000 drives multiple RAS signals for each memory bank in order to provide
sufficient signal drive strength to each of the memory chips. The operation of the
bank control circuit will be further illustrated in FIG. 6 and FIG. 7.
It should be noted that alternative embodiments of the bank control circuit are
possible using other types of electronic circuitry.” (5:10-23)
One of ordinary skill in the art would understand that these alternative
embodiments could include an integrated circuit comprising the logic element, a
register, and a phase-lock loop device operationally coupled to the plurality of
DDR memory devices, the logic element, and the register.
The use of a phase-lock loop device in memory modules was known to those of
ordinary skill in the art at the time of the filing of the application that matured into
the ‘912 Patent. For example, JEDEC Standard JESD-82 entitled “Definition of
CDCV857 PLL Clock Driver for Registered DDR DIMM Applications” was
published in July 2000. Furthermore, the inventor of the ‘912 Patent admitted that
“Persons skilled in the art are able to select a phase-lock loop device 50 and a
register 60 compatible with embodiments described herein.” ‘912 Patent at 5:4245.

the at least one

The ‘868 Patent discloses the at least one integrated circuit element receiving a
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integrated circuit
element receiving a
plurality of input signals
from the computer
system, the plurality of
input signals comprising
row address signals,
column address signals,
bank address signals,
command signals, and a
second number of chipselect signals less than
the first number of chipselect signals, wherein
the logic element
receives the bank
address signals and at
least one command
signal of the plurality of
input signals,

plurality of input signals from the computer system, the plurality of input signals
comprising row address signals, column address signals, bank address signals,
command signals, and a second number of chip-select signals less than the first
number of chip-select signals, wherein the logic element receives the bank address
signals and at least one command signal of the plurality of input signals.

the at least one
integrated circuit
element generating a
plurality of output
signals in response to the
plurality of input signals,
the plurality of output
signals comprising row
address signals, column
address signals, bank
address signals,

The ‘868 Patent discloses the at least one integrated circuit element generating a
plurality of output signals in response to the plurality of input signals, the plurality
of output signals comprising row address signals, column address signals, bank
address signals, command signals, and the first number of chip-select signals.

The buffer chip 1003 receives input control signals A0-A12, CAS0, and WE and
the bank control circuit 2000 receives input control signals RAS0, CAS0, and A13
from a computer system to which the memory module is connected.
“[A] memory module includes a printed circuit board with a connector edge
adapted for insertion in an expansion socket of a computer system.” (Abstract)
“Signals passing through the edge connector include data signals, address signals,
and control signals.” (3:58 –4:2)
“In the embodiment shown, buffer chip 1003 receives a plurality of address
signals, A0-A12, a CAS0 signal, and a WE signal.” (4:44-46)
“In this embodiment, bank control circuit 2000 receives input signals RAS0,
CAS0, and address signal A13.” (4:56-57)
FIG. 3, reproduced above, shows the signals as being received from the computer
system through electrical contact pads 1015. (4:19-21)

The buffer chip 1003 (which constitutes the logic element together with the bank
control circuit) generates output control signals AU0-AU12, AL0-AL12, CASU,
CASL, WEU, and WEL and the bank control circuit 2000 generates output control
signals RASLX, and RASUX in response to the input control signals A0-A13,
CAS0, RAS0, and WE. These signals control and therefore correspond to all the
memory devices (the “first number of DDR memory devices arranged in the first
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number of ranks”) on the module.
“FIG. 4A further illustrates an internal configuration of an embodiment of a buffer
chip 1003. In the embodiment shown, buffer chip 1003 receives a plurality of
address signals, A0-A12, a CAS0 signal, and a WE signal. The signals are passed
through buffers 1013, generating corresponding signals that will be provided to an
upper bank and a lower bank of memory chips.” (4:43-49)

“One embodiment of bank control circuit 2000 is shown in FIG. 4B. In this
embodiment, bank control circuit 2000 receives input signals RAS0, CAS0, and
address signal A13. Bank control circuit 2000 drives a plurality of RASLX and
RASUX signals to the lower and upper memory banks, respectively.” (4:55-60)

the at least one

The ‘868 Patent discloses the at least one integrated circuit element further
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integrated circuit
element further
responsive to the
plurality of input signals
by selecting at least one
rank of the two or more
ranks and transmitting
the plurality of output
signals to at least one
DDR memory device of
the selected at least one
rank.

responsive to the plurality of input signals by selecting at least one rank of the two
or more ranks and transmitting the plurality of output signals to at least one DDR
memory device of the selected at least one rank.
The signals received by the memory module 1000 from the computer system
include a WE (write) signal. (The ’912 patent identifies write and refresh signals,
among others, as command signals. See, e.g., ’912 patent, 8:45-60)
As shown in FIG. 4B, below, the Bank Control Circuit 2000 (which is part of the
logic element) receives one RAS0 signal (corresponding to one, the second number
of ranks) and generates two or more RAS signals (corresponding to two, the first
number of ranks).

In addition, the bank control circuit 2000 receives “receive a row address strobe
(RAS) signal and a column address strobe signal, and at least one address signal,
wherein said bank control circuit is configured to selectively provide at least one
corresponding RAS output signal to either said upper bank of memory chips or said
lower bank of memory chips depending upon said address signal to thereby allow
either said lower bank of memory chips or said upper bank of memory chips to be
selectively accessed during a given memory operation” (Claim 1 of the ‘868
Patent)
41. The memory module
of claim 39, wherein the
at least one integrated
circuit element
comprises one or more

The ‘868 Patent discloses the at least one integrated circuit element comprising one
or more integrated circuit elements selected from the group consisting of: an
application-specific integrated circuit, a field-programmable gate array, a customdesigned semiconductor device, and a complex programmable-logic device.
“In this embodiment, the bank control circuit is a programmable logic device
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integrated circuit
(PLD), although this circuit may be implemented in other forms for different
elements selected from
embodiments.” 2:41-44.
the group consisting of:
an application-specific
integrated circuit, a fieldprogrammable gate
array, a custom-designed
semiconductor device,
and a complex
programmable-logic
device.
50. The memory module
of claim 39, wherein the
at least one integrated
circuit element is
configured to respond to
the plurality of input
signals by selecting at
least one rank of the two
or more ranks and
transmitting a command
signal to at least one
DDR memory device of
the selected at least one
rank.

The ‘868 Patent discloses the at least one integrated circuit element being
configured to respond to the plurality of input signals by selecting at least one rank
of the two or more ranks and transmitting a command signal to at least one DDR
memory device of the selected at least one rank.
“A block diagram illustrating the electrical connections associated with one
embodiment of the memory module is shown in FIG. 3. Memory module 1000
includes an edge connector 1005, a lower memory bank 1022, and upper memory
bank 1012, a bank control circuit 2000 and a buffer 1003. Each memory bank
includes of a plurality of memory chips 1002. The edge connector 1005 includes a
plurality of electrical contact pads 1015 which convey signals between the memory
module and the system memory bus. Edge connector 1005 is adapted for mounting
in a socket within a computer system. Buffer 1003 receives signals WE (write
enable), CAS0 (Column Address Strobe 0), and a plurality of address signals,
shown as AX. Buffer circuit 1003 drives a plurality of address signals AXL and
AXU, which are conveyed to the lower memory bank 1022 and upper memory
bank 1012, respectively. WEL and WEU are write enable signals driven by buffer
1003 to a lower memory bank 1022 and an upper memory bank 1012, respectively.
CASL and CASU are CAS signals driven by buffer 1003 to the lower memory
bank 1022 and upper memory bank 1012, respectively. The bank control circuit
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2000 is configured to receive an address signal A13 for selecting the upper and
lower bank.” 4:13-35
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Exhibit 14: Invalidity under 35 U.S.C. § 112
Claim 1 of the ‘912 Patent recites in relevant part “the circuit generating a set of output
control signals in response to the set of input control signals, the set of output control signals
corresponding to the first number of DDR memory devices arranged in the first number of
ranks.” The ’912 patent does not contain any disclosure relating to generation of a set of output
control signals that corresponds to the first number of ranks (which is the number of ranks on the
printed circuit board). Instead, the ’912 patent discloses only that the circuit generates a
command signal that is sent to an individual rank or ranks selected by the circuit, and does not
“correspond to” any number of ranks at all, under any interpretation of the word “correspond.”
Not only is there a lack of support in the ‘912 specification for the claimed element, but
also the claimed invention is not supported in the Figures presented as required under 37 CFR §
1.83 and MPEP § 608.02(d). The testimony of Dr. Turley in the '386 litigation has confirmed
that there is no illustration that shows the claimed element of a second control signal that
corresponds to the first number of ranks. Dr. Turley stated that command signals are not shown
at all in Figure 1A and B and to the extent that they are shown as Column address strobe (CAS)
signals in Figure 3, they do not correspond to the first number of ranks since they address only
one rank each. Turley Rough Dep. Trans. at 121:13-123:3. The ’912 patent does not show that
the inventors of the ’912 patent were in possession of the claimed invention at the time the patent
was issued, nor does it enable a person of skill in the art to make and use the claimed invention
without undue experimentation. Therefore, at least claim 1 is invalid for lack of written
description and/or enablement under 35 U.S.C. § 112 ¶ 1 as interpreted by MPEP §§ 2161, 2162,
2163.01, 2163.02, 2163.03, 2164 and 2164.08.

